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CODE OF PRACTICE

Code of practice for the Assurance of Academic Quality and Standards Introduction
Overview
BIBF’s Code of practice for the assurance of academic quality and standards (the Code of Practice) was
created in 2008 to provide a framework for the systems, policies and processes needed for BIBF’s
programmes. The Code of Practice is intended to help BIBF Centres to meet their responsibilities for
the assurance of academic standards and quality, by providing a framework for a consistent
approach to activities relating to teaching and learning.
Approach
Each section of the Code of Practice indicates the key issues that BIBF will consider in the
respective areas of activity. The precepts encapsulate the matters that BIBF will address through
its own quality assurance arrangements.
Scope and principles
The Code of practice does not cover all BIBF’s activities, its purpose is to set out the framework
for BIBF’s wide range of activities and the principles which will help BIBF to assure itself and others
that it has developed and is applying good practice for its activities. The main principles identified
in the Code of Practice as underpinning good practice in assuring quality and standards in
professional and academic education are:

i.
ii.

A clear definition of responsibilities within particular areas of activity;
Consistent application of clear, explicit policies and practices that are
underpinned by principles of fairness and equality of opportunity, thus
engendering public confidence;

iii.

The availability of clear and accessible information to all the potential audiences, so
that students understand what they should expect from their particular training or
education experience and staff members can ensure that they are contributing
effectively within the arrangements in place to secure quality and standards;

iv.

The competence of staff and the need to ensure that all staff are supported in
fulfilling their roles and responsibilities;

v.

Monitoring and review of policy, procedures and practices to ensure their
continued effectiveness (using peer review processes involving teams of
appropriate faculty/professionals/industry experts);

vi.

The use of the Code of Practice itself as a guide for monitoring, audit and
review of BIBF’s activities

Quality and standards in BIBF

Updated by Quality Assurance Department April 2013
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Academic standards are a way of describing the level of achievement that a
participant/student has to reach to gain an academic/professional award (for example,
a diploma/certificate or a degree). They should be at a comparable level across all Centres.
Academic quality is a way of describing how well the learning opportunities available to
students help them to achieve their award. It is about making sure that appropriate
and effective teaching, support, assessment and learning opportunities are provided for
them.
Responsibilities
Each Centre in BIBF is responsible for ensuring that appropriate standards are being
achieved and a good quality in training and education is being offered by its courses and
programmes.
The Quality Assurance Department is responsible for providing an integrated quality
assurance service for BIBF, as part of BIBF’s commitment to the critical evaluation of
the education it offers and to the continuing need to provide assurance to current and
prospective students and external stakeholders, including regulatory bodies, regarding
the high quality of professional and academic education it provides. The Department
is responsible for safeguarding the public interest in sound standards of professional
and academic qualifications and for encouraging continuous improvement in the
management of the quality of training and education. The Department will achieve this
by reviewing standards and quality, and providing reference points that help to define
clear and explicit standards, in support of Centres across BIBF.
Code of Practice and revisions
The Code of Practice is specific to BIBF; its principles are informed by those in UK
QAA's Quality Code for Higher Education, adapted to suit the needs of the Kingdom of
Bahrain and the local regulatory framework.
All suggestions for improvements or additions are welcome and should be forwarded
in the first instance to BIBF’s Head of Quality Assurance.
The Code of Practice is reviewed and updated on a continuing basis under the authority
of BIBF’s Board for Professional and Academic Qualifications (BPAQ).

Updated by Quality Assurance Department April 2013
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Recruitment and Admissions
1.1 Overview
The student Recruitment and Admissions at BIBF are consistent with the broad
principles laid down by BIBF and Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) of the UK. This
policy applies to all programs of study and training leading to an award from BIBF.
Mindful of its mission as a prestigious institution in the Middle East, BIBF seeks to
enroll students who go beyond meeting BIBF’s eligibility requirements, demonstrates
high academic achievement or exceptional professional experience.
1.2 The Guidelines for admissions
BIBF is committed to providing flexible, high quality, professional education and
training opportunities to students from a wide variety of backgrounds. The policies,
procedures and plans in relation to student recruitment and admission are operated
fairly and consistently, with a view to enhancing BIBF’s strategic aims and objectives.
Hence BIBF aims to ensure that its recruitment, selection and admissions processes are
transparent and focused towards their intended audiences. The following guidelines
will elucidate BIBF’s policies in terms of Recruitment and Admissions for the various
programs that it offers.
1.2.1 Before I apply
1.2.1.1 How do I apply?
The application and supporting documents can be obtained

•
•
•

By visiting www.bibf.com or
By downloading a hard copy of the application
By collecting it from the BIBF reception or being emailed to you by
Registrations staff, Program Coordinator or Administrative Assistant.

1.2.2 What are the entry requirements?
Before applying, you need to check that you have or are likely to achieve the right grades
at the right level and in the right subjects for the course you have chosen. For that
you need to review the following:
1.2.3 Age: All applicants will need to demonstrate that they have the maturity and
personal skills to cope with BIBF program of study/training.
1.2.4

Eligibility requirements: BIBF has minimum requirements for all applicants.

Prepared and last revised by Dr Subhadra Ganguli on December 23, 2008
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The entry criteria and selection methods chosen for each program are designed to ensure
that students are likely to succeed academically and gain intellectually and
professionally from the training/study available. These include the need for a
qualification in English and proficiency in Mathematics.
If your first language is not English, it is important that your proficiency in English is
good in order for you to study successfully at BIBF. Without this ability you will have
difficulty in understanding lectures/training sessions, unless the course is specifically
delivered in Arabic, and producing written work and sitting examinations. Even if
you have been educated in the medium of English, you must meet our English
Language requirements:

1.2.4.1 Please look up program entry requirements in BIBF website, or with

program coordinator or Centre Head.

1.2.4.2 Are there any bursaries or scholarships available?

This information can be provided by the Centres. Please see Appendix for the list
of contacts.

1.2.4.3 When can I apply?

All relevant information about the Admissions/Registrations process is
published in BIBF’s official website or a hard copy can be attained from the office
which outlines details of entry requirements, syllabuses, deadlines for registration,
and modes of training/study and assessment requirements. E.g. please see the
list of contacts at the Appendix.

1.2.4.4 Any application from a student found to be deceptive will be treated

as malpractice and dealt with under the BIBF’s malpractice policy. (Refer the
chapter 9 on Complaints, Malpractice, and Appeals Review process in BIBF Code
of Practice).
1.3 After I apply

1.3.1 Student selection: All applications are processed in line with the regulations for
the program, and students are informed of any issues arising in a timely manner that
seeks to expedite resolutions. Centres are responsible for setting the entry criteria for their
programs. Decisions on applications are made by Program Coordinators or Centre
Heads. For all programs, the selection process will take into account:

•

The student’s potential to succeed in his or her chosen program of study;

Prepared and last revised by Dr Subhadra Ganguli on December 23, 2008
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•
•
•
•

Actual or expected academic or professional qualifications and grades;

•

Where appropriate, an interview or a portfolio or sample of the applicants'
work;

•

Qualifications in the use of the English language if the course is delivered
and assessed in English.

Relevant work or other experience;
Applicants’ own statements of interest in the program;
References (academic, and/or professional where relevant to the proposed
program);

1.3.2 All applications are handled with extreme confidentiality. No personal
information regarding the student will be passed on to third parties, until and unless it is
unavoidable on the grounds of students’ study/training support, academic progression
or assessment.
1.3.3 The selection of students is the sole discretion of BIBF. BIBF reserves the right to
deny admission to any applicant who does not meet its set standards of Recruitment
and Admissions. However, such decisions will not be taken bypassing the
recommendations and information provided by the employers or Centres.
1.3.4 Provided the applicants meet the published criteria set out by BIBF, their
registrations are processed in line with the policy guidelines set by BIBF
1.3.5 Student applications, documents submitted and other relevant records are
maintained electronically which will be retained with the Institute for the length of the
program. However, high level of confidentiality will be maintained.
1.4 After I get selected
Student Obligations
1.4.1
Students who got selected will be duly informed about the commencement of
the program detailing the procedures regarding regulations, academic support and
assessment. Students have the freedom to withdraw their application even after been
selected within the specific time period mentioned in the program specification.
1.4.2 BIBF has set a clearly defined Student Charter describing its policies dealing with
the student obligations and responsibilities. All the students once they have been
selected for the relevant courses need to acknowledge that they are fully aware about
these policies by duly signing their acceptance of agreement.
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1.4.3 Student information on changes to programs of study
1.4.3.1 BIBF ensures that there will not be significant changes to its courses as
announced, to avoid inconvenience for its students. However under
unavoidable situations, where such changes occur, efforts have been taken to
inform the students at the earliest using wide range of communication methods
like email, letter, website messages or news any other public media.
1.4.4 For all the courses running at BIBF students will be given information regarding
the syllabus, learning objectives and outcomes expected from the course, text books
used, details of course work including the dates of submission etc. at the beginning of
the course which will facilitate the students to treat the course in a more organized
manner e.g. through a lesson plan provided at the beginning of each course.
1.4.5 For courses, which operate on rolling registration basis, the decision of running the
course is solely at BIBF’s discretion. Lack of entries may lead to cancellation of the course
which will be informed to the students well ahead of time, hence availing the students
an opportunity to join other relevant courses.
1.4.6 BIBF has an efficient teaching/training community who may be amending the
syllabus of BIBF program tailoring to the needs of the students/participants. Any
amendments made so forth will be intimated to the students/participants. Changes are
implemented in order to prepare our students to prosper and to contribute to the
changing world.
1.5 Participant/student induction arrangements
1.5.1 Student induction arrangements are conducted for all the courses. The purpose of
the induction is to build a healthy teaching/training and learning environment thereby
making learning a pleasant experience.
1.6 Review of student recruitment and admission policies
1.6.1 BIBF has specialist departments e.g. Registration and Operations to process and
support admissions and enrolments which will be monitored by the relevant Centre
Heads.
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1.6.2
Students/Participants should ensure that they have sufficient information on
which to base decisions about program acceptance and necessary support. Program
requirements vary and it is a Centre responsibility to ensure that applicants are given
appropriate information on which to base their decisions. Whilst every effort will be
made to accommodate an individual’s needs for support, in exceptional circumstances
it may not be possible to make reasonable adjustments to enable a program to be
accessed.
1.7 Competency of student recruitment and admissions staff.
BIBF has QA processes in place for monitoring recruitment and admissions practices and
policies of each program it runs. Adequate training has been provided to admissions,
Faculty and Registration Staff to facilitate them to perform their work in the most efficient
manner.
1.8 Handling of complaints connected with student recruitment and admission.
BIBF aims to ensure that its recruitment and admissions processes are transparent and
customer-focused. It is recognized that very occasionally applicants may have reason
to question or express an opinion to BIBF’s decision or the way in which their
application has been handled. Applicants in this situation should direct their query
formally to the Customer Service Officer (CSO). See Complaints, Malpractice, Appeals
procedure, Chapter 9 of the Code of Practice.
The academic appeals and student complaints are given in detail in the code of practice
chapter on complains and malpractice. It is BIBF‘s policy to ensure ‘fairness’ and
‘transparency’ in its activities. It ensures that the complaints of students will be analyzed
by a committee of independent members who will treat the complaints seriously and
fairly, within the realm of the laws detailed in BIBF Codes of Practice. The stages in
which the complaints will be processed will be transparent to the students/participants
as well. The process has been detailed in the Code of Practice Chapter IX on Complaints,
Malpractice, and Appeals Review Process.
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Appendix
Equal Opportunities Statement
A.1 Policy
A.1.1 BIBF is committed to equality of opportunity in all aspects of its business
relationships. To this end, BIBF acknowledges the following basic rights of all those
with whom it interacts-- its staff, students and member organizations:

•
•
•

To be treated with respect and dignity;
To be treated fairly with regard to all procedures, assessments and choices;

To receive encouragement to reach their full potential.
BIBF further acknowledges that these rights carry with them responsibilities; it
consequently expects all staff, students and members to recognize these rights and act
accordingly.
A.2 The underlying principle of BIBF’s Equal Opportunities Policy is to ensure that
no group or individual receives more or less favorable treatment.
BIBF will therefore seek to ensure that all are treated solely on the basis of merit, ability
and potential, regardless of gender, color, ethnic or national origin, race, disability,
age, sexual orientation, socio-economic background, religious or political beliefs, family
circumstances or other irrelevant distinction.
A.3 Through its Equal Opportunities Policy, the BIBF will, as far as possible, seek
to:
A.3.1 Identify and eliminate unfair and discriminatory practices wherever they occur
in the services and products which it offers;
A.3.2 Remove inappropriate barriers to entry and achievement, thus enabling a
wider variety of people to benefit from the opportunities which it offers.
A.3.3 All qualifications, products and services offered by the BIBF, legal or contractual
requirements permitting, will be available to all those who are able to achieve the
required standard and free from barriers which restrict access and progression;

•
•
•
•

Free from overt or covert discriminatory practices,
Free from inappropriate content, language and images;
Free from age or other restrictions;
Consistent with BIBF’s values.
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A.4 Responsibility
A.4.1 However, each Centre Head/Manager in BIBF is responsible for the effective
implementation of the Equal Opportunities Policy and its associated procedures, and for
monitoring equal opportunities in his/her area of responsibility.
A.4.2 Not withstanding the above responsibilities, each individual BIBF staff
member is accountable for his/her behavior and for following the procedures associated
with Equal Opportunities.
A.5 Communication
A.5.1 To support staff in fulfilling their obligations BIBF will ensure that its Equal
Opportunities Policy is known to all employees and is available in the public domain like
the intranet.
A.5.2 BIBF will expect external bodies/agencies with whom it does business to embody
the same Equal Opportunities values in their treatment of BIBF staff, suppliers, students
and members; and will communicate this expectation.
A.6 Monitoring and Review
A.6.1 BIBF will regularly monitor and review the application of its Equal
Opportunities Policy and the implementation of associated procedures and from the
information gained will analyze potential barriers or areas where positive action may
be required.
A.6.2 BIBF will ensure that any action taken to comply with this statement does not
invalidate any BIBF award.
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Student Charter
Introduction
Bahrain Institute of Banking and Finance (BIBF) is a leading provider of financial
training and education. BIBF provides for the formal learning/training needs of
consumers and those employed within the industry, both in Bahrain and in key markets
worldwide particularly in the gulf region. This Charter is a partnership document between
BIBF and its participating students, establishing individual rights and responsibilities to
help all students/participants and staff work together. It aims to clarify the mechanisms
that exist for ensuring that all students/participants are well supported whilst outlining
the expectations and obligations that students and staff have to each other. BIBF may
revise this Charter at any time. The document is reviewed on an annual basis by
QA and approved by the Board for Professional and Academic Qualifications (BPAQ).

Equality of Opportunities
BIBF is committed to equality of opportunity in all aspects of its relationships. To this
end;

•
•
•

You can expect to be treated with respect and dignity;
You can expect to be treated fairly with regard to all procedures, assessments
and choices;
You can expect to receive encouragement to reach your full potential.

BIBF expect all staff, students and members to recognize these rights and act
accordingly. BIBF will therefore seek to ensure that all are treated solely on the basis of
merit, ability and potential, regardless of gender, color, ethnic or national origin, race,
disability, age, sexual orientation, socio-economic background, religious or political
beliefs, family circumstances or other irrelevant distinction.
BIBF will regularly monitor and review the application of its Equal Opportunities Policy
and the implementation of associated procedures, and from the information gained, will
analyze potential barriers or areas where positive action may be required.
As a student you should help to create and maintain an environment that encourages
equality of treatment.
Point of Reference: Centre Head
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Reference document: BIBF Equal Opportunities Policy Personal Information and
Confidentiality
BIBF is committed to the protection of personal information. When a student first contacts
BIBF, a record is created in the student’s name and a unique Student Number is allocated.
Any information provided by the student from then on is added to this record.
Key Reference Document: BIBF Equal Opportunities Policy
Recruitment & Admissions
BIBF is committed to a fair, clear and explicit recruitment and admissions policy which
encourages participation from all sectors of society, in a manner consistent with its policy
on equal opportunities and that as a student:
• You can expect all admissions to be administered centrally, with consistency of
advice and implementation of appropriate procedures.
• You can expect internal records of acceptable entry qualifications to be
maintained and any application requiring analysis to be handled within published
service standards to avoid unnecessary delay.
• You can expect promotional materials to be relevant, accurate and accessible and
provide information for you to make informed decisions about your options.
• You can expect clear selection policies and to be administered fairly, consistently
and efficiently, with due consideration to confidentiality and privacy.
As a student, you are expected to:

•
•
•

Verify your qualifications when required to do so.
Accurately complete the registrations form.
Follow procedures for the withdrawal of studies (where applicable) from program
specifications and advise the BIBF in a timely manner.

Points of contact: Centre Head/ Registrar/ Assistant registrar.
Key reference document: BIBF Code of Practice – Recruitment and Admissions.

Information on Program of Study/ Training.
BIBF is committed to publishing clear and accurate information about its program of
study and as student/participant:
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You can expect clear and accurate information about our courses, fees and
policies.
You can expect to receive the following on registration; student handbook; subject
syllabus; subject textbook and lesson plan.
You can expect to receive information on the teaching/training and learning
support and resources available, including access to information technology
facilities.
You can expect to receive full details of the aims and outcomes and structure of
the modules and program of study as a whole.
You can expect to have access to information on all relevant academic regulations
and disciplinary procedures.
You can expect to receive information about the relevant timetables for lectures,
workshops and other classes.
You can expect the teaching that you receive to be of a professional standard,
appropriately planned and subject to feedback via student course evaluation
questionnaires.
You can expect regular feedback on your progress in the program.
You can expect all information to be regularly updated.
You can expect to receive an induction by the Centre Head or Program
Coordinator.

As a student/participant, you are expected to;

•

Refer to BIBF Code of Practice and other associated documentation throughout
your studies with the BIBF
• Be informed about and follow BIBF’s rules, regulations and procedures.
• Take responsibility for your learning and academic/professional development.
• Submit all work by the specified deadlines.
Contact Points: Faculty/ Program Coordinator/ Centre Head. Key
reference document: BIBF Student Handbook
Training/Teaching and Learning Support
BIBF provides opportunities for students participants to study with academic Centres.
As a student
• You can expect to have access to a faculty who will deliver the schedule of
classroom training/teaching.
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•
•
•
•

You can expect that the Centre will provide you with a detailed schedule of
classroom training.
You can expect a student feedback form provided by the Centre to enable you to
share comments about your session of study/training.
You can expect a learning/training environment that is conducive to effective
study.
You can expect to have access to the faculty or program coordinator and for
them to be available and provide information by telephone, email and in person
by appointment.

You are expected to:
• To maintain contact with your faculty.
• To access appropriate support at the earliest possible opportunity to avoid
emergency situations wherever possible.
• To inform your faculty or Program Coordinator or the Centre Head of any
changes in the circumstances of your study.
Contact Point: Faculty and/or Program Coordinator/Centre Head. Key
reference document: BIBF Student Handbook
The Assessment Process/Collaborative Project/ Assignment
BIBF has an assessment strategy that follows core principles of good practice and as a
student/participant

•
•
•
•
•

•

You can expect to receive information on how the courses and program of study
will be assessed prior to assessment.
You can expect to receive written confirmation of the examination timetable in
advance.
You can expect a fair and objective process, subject to internal monitoring and
external moderation (if necessary).
You can expect feedback on the assessment/collaborative project/assignment.
You can expect special assessment arrangements to be made (where possible) to
take into account any special needs that you may have arising from
disability/illness, assuming that you have notified the BIBF at the earliest possible
opportunity with valid evidence supporting your case.
You can expect consideration to be given where assessment performance has been
affected by serious illness/extenuating circumstances. You are expected to
provide written medical/other evidence to support this request.
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•

You can expect to have the right to appeal against the decision of an assessment
assignment/collaborative project grade. See the Complaints, Malpractice, Appeals
Review policy chapter 9 of Code of Practice.

As a student you are expected to;
• Ensure that BIBF holds your correct contact details.
• Observe BIBF Code of Practice – Chapter 7 on Assessment of Students
Contact Point: Program Coordinator/Centre Head.
Key reference document: BIBF Code of Practice – Section 6 Assessment Strategy
and Principles.
Plagiarism and Malpractice
BIBF will investigate all cases of failure to abide by its regulations that might constitute
malpractice. Where cases of suspected malpractice are proven, BIBF will take
appropriate action, including applying sanctions, in order to maintain the integrity of
its qualifications. As a student/participant
• You can expect to have access to the rules and regulations regarding malpractice
and to be provided with appropriate guidance to avoid malpractice being
committed.
• You can expect any suspicion of cheating or plagiarism to be investigated fairly
and effectively, following the procedure outlined in BIBF’s Code of Practice
chapter 9 on Complaints, Malpractice, Appeals Review Process
• You can expect to have the right of appeal.
As a student you are expected to;
• Submit original work for assessment/assignment/collaborative project in your
own name.
• Understand the rules regarding malpractice.
• Seek advice and guidance as needed to ensure that you avoid committing
malpractice.
Contact Point: Program Coordinator/Faculty/Centre Head. Key
reference document: BIBF Student Handbook
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Student Representation
BIBF is committed to provide a framework for the involvement of students in important
decisions and developments of its programs and as a student:
• You can expect to be given various opportunities to express your views on any
aspect of the program and our service to you as a student, both formally and
informally.
• You can expect a student representative to be a member of all major BIBF
committees, comprising the IAG (Institute Advisory Group), BPAQ (Board for
Professional and Academic Qualifications) etc.
• You can expect BIBF to regularly promote the appointment of new
representatives and to support their attendance at committee meetings/discussion
forums.
• As a student representative, you will be given an induction on being a student
representative.

.C ontact Point: Quality Assurance
Evaluation of Programs of Study
BIBF is committed to providing opportunities for student feedback which is channeled
primarily through the PRC (Program Review Committees) and BPAQ (Board for
Professional and Academic Qualifications) for consideration and action, as appropriate,
and as a student:
• You can expect for all modules and program of study to be reviewed annually and
to include student consultation and feedback.
• You will receive a formal opportunity to provide feedback on your course of
study in each session
As a student you are expected to;
• Complete the student evaluation.
• Bring to the attention of BIBF any issues that may affect or ideas and suggestions
that might enhance the student/participant experience.
Contact Point: Your faculty/Program Coordinator/Centre Head. Key
reference document: BIBF Student Handbook
Complaints and Grievance Procedure
BIBF recognizes that customers may not always be satisfied with the service they receive.
All comments are valued as a vital source of information that helps improve and
strengthen standards and performance. You can expect any complaint/grievance to be
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dealt with fairly, confidentially and with regard to the applicable law. As a
student/participant:
• You can expect all complaints to be acknowledged within a reasonable
timeframe and to be kept informed of the progress of the enquiry.
• You can expect any service failure to be thoroughly investigated in order
to identify ways to prevent repeat occurrences.
As a student you are expected to:
• Familiarize yourself with BIBF Code of Practice Chapter 9 – Complaints,
Malpractice, Appeals Review Process
Points of contact: Customer Service Officer, BIBF (Quality Assurance Officer)

CONTACT INFORMATION
Centre Heads:
Centre for Accounting & IT and Banking: +973 17815530
Centre for Insurance: +973 17 815566
Centre for Leadership & Management: +973 17 815565
Quality Assurance, Academic and Executive and Islamic Finance: +973 17 815512
Administrative Assistants/ Coordinator
Assessment Centre: +973 17815590
Leadership & Management Centre: +973 17 815522
Banking Centre: +973 17 815521
Academic and Executive Coordinator: +973 17 815524/6316
Islamic Centre: +97317 815584
Operations and Registrations
Operation Manager: +973 17 815550
Registrar: +973 17 815581
Assistant Registrar: +973 17 815550
Receptionist/Information Desk Attendant: +973 17 815555
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Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL)
BIBF recognizes that, in addition to meeting the minimum entry requirements for a given
program, students may also have demonstrated the academic achievement of certain elements of
a program prior to embarking upon it. In such cases, where appropriate evidence can be
produced by the student, BIBF may grant the student additional credit against certain elements of
the program on the basis of such prior learning. The process of identification, assessment and
formal acknowledgement of prior learning and achievement is commonly known as
'accreditation'. Such learning may have been recognized previously by an education provider, for
the purposes of the Code of Practice described as 'prior certificated learning'; or it may have been
achieved by reflecting upon experiences outside the formal education and training systems,
described for the purposes of the Code of Practice as 'prior experiential learning'.
Such prior learning by a student may have been achieved either:

•

•

As part of a formal course of education previously taken which has been
independently certificated and is recognized by BIBF. The award of credit on this
basis is known as Accreditation of Prior Certificated Learning (APCL); or
Through prior experience and practice which is recognized by BIBF through an
assessment process designed for this purpose. The award of credit on this basis is
known as Accreditation of Prior Experiential Learning (APEL).

The theme common to APCL and APEL, which must be properly considered for accreditation, is
learning. It is the achievement of learning, or the outcomes of that learning, and not just the
experience of the activities alone, that is being accredited.
The amount, level and any nature of credit which may be gained either through APCL or APEL
depends upon both the nature of the program against which the credits are being claimed, and
the nature of the prior learning achievement being used as the basis of the claim – in particular
its relevance and currency.
When determining the award of credits either through APCL or APEL, BIBF will consider (as a
minimum) the following criteria:

•
•
•

The academic level at which the prior learning took place.
The amount of overlap with a module in terms of its content and learning outcomes
– a minimum of 80% is normally required for the award of specific credit.
How up-to-date the prior learning is – any claim based upon technical learning
achieved more than 7 years previously will normally need to be supported with
evidence of ongoing competence.
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BIBF may award specific credits against individual, specified program units in the form of
exemptions, where there is appropriate and sufficient evidence that, through relevant prior
learning, the student has achieved the learning outcomes of the specified units. Specific credits
may be awarded against either core or option units.
BIBF may award general credits where there is appropriate and sufficient evidence that, through
relevant prior learning, the student has achieved learning at an appropriate level which is
consistent with the overall program learning outcomes. General credits may only be awarded
against option units.
Credit, whether specific or general, may only be awarded against entire units and not against
parts or fractions of units.
No more than 40% of a program’s credits can be gained through APCL or APEL.
Any offers of credit to a student on the basis of APCL/APEL remain valid for one year. After
this period, BIBF reserves the right to withdraw any offer of credits or advanced standing. If the
programme changes during this period, credit awarded may be subject to review (for which no
fee will be payable by the student) which may result in the withdrawal of the offer of credit.
Credits cannot be claimed against those modules where a student has already registered for, and
failed, a course of study. Additionally, modules where credit has already been claimed, cannot
subsequently be attempted by students in order to improve their overall grade/classification.
Fraudulent claims for APEL and/APCL are considered as malpractice, and additionally BIBF
reserves the right to withdraw any award made, or credits gained, as a result of such malpractice.
Requests for credit are considered by a sub-group of BIBF’s APL Committee, which reports
annually to BPAQ on APL requests and credit awarded. For each application the sub-group is
convened to provide relevant subject expertise (up to two members), a member from another
centre, the Head of QA and the Chair of the APL Committee.
The terms of reference of the APL Committee, together with its membership and mode of
operation, are set out in Annexe 1.
Details of the procedure for applying for credit by APCL or APEL are set out in Annexe 2.
Applications must be submitted on the appropriate form, with a portfolio of supporting evidence
and the appropriate fee.
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The APL fee is currently (2011/2012) set at BD50 per application, which must be paid on
application and is not refundable (except in cases where an applicant is not accepted onto the
programme at all).
It is the applicant’s responsibility to ensure that all required materials and supporting evidence
are present with the submitted claim and that the application is submitted before the start of the
module. BIBF is not responsible for the absence of evidence to support any claim and an
incomplete application will not be accepted in order to meet the deadline for submission.
All claims and their supporting evidence must be provided to BIBF in English; students are
responsible for arranging any translation activities and any supporting verification required by
BIBF.

•

•

For claims based upon APCL, the portfolio of evidence will normally contain the
institution’s official description of the content of the learning in the academic programme
followed; a transcript of the subjects studied; and a certified copy of a certificate that
confirms the student’s successful completion of the programme.
For claims based upon APEL, the portfolio of evidence will normally contain a
description of the content of the learning achieved, and where and when it took place,
together with a reflective piece of self-assessment by the student and some independent
verification to support the student’s claim. The student’s self-assessment of his/her claim
will provide a rationale for why, how and where the supporting evidence justifies the
award of the claimed credits. It is the student’s responsibility to demonstrate the
relevance of the claim and to provide sufficient, supporting evidence.

The APL Committee’s decision will be communicated to the applicant in writing and in the case
of unsuccessful claims, brief feedback will be provided on why credits were not awarded.
There will be no appeal against decisions of the APL Committee regarding the award of credit
for APCL or APEL (as such decisions fall within the scope of academic judgement and are thus
not permissible grounds of appeal as defined in BIBF’s CoP chapter IX).
Credit awarded will be informed to Registration by the APL Committee and formally noted on
the student’s record, showing details of the nature, level and amount of credit awarded. This
information will also be clearly recorded on student transcripts.
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Learning and Teaching
3.1 Introduction
3.2 This code of practice articulates the key principles relating to the approach of
BIBF to learning and teaching on BIBF programs. It sets out the approach and minimum
standards adopted for all programs within each of the core aspects of learning and
teaching delivery.
3.3 The code of practice applies to all programs. Students are assessed by the methods
applicable to program specific requirements. Each student receives learning materials
and access to learning resources as per the requirements of the program. It is,
therefore, the form and structure of the study support that distinguishes the learning
experience of students.
3.4 Student Induction
3.4.1 At the start of each program, students are given an introduction to their chosen
programs and course/subject of study delivered by BIBF faculty/Program
Coordinator/Centre Head. This will prepare them for studying with their respective
Centre and/or programs; help motivate them to study; identify any special needs for
support; and provide an orientation to the source of learning support.
3.4.2 Each student receives a Student Handbook containing general information
about BIBF student and program policies and sources of learning support. BIBF
faculty is guided, through the Faculty Handbook, as to techniques on effective
teaching. Student induction takes place at the start of each program.
3.4.3 Those studying at BIBF receive student induction at the start of their program
delivered by BIBF faculty/Program Coordinator/Centre Head.
3.5 Learning Materials
3.5.1 BIBF designs, commissions and develops learning materials for each BIBF
program or jointly with international organization for collaborative programs
though case studies, short review questions and other learning activities. They
are also designed to prepare students for the assessment methods used on their
programs.
3.5.2 Each student receives a printed set of text materials after registration. Reading
references and links are incorporated into the learning materials as well as the lesson
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plan.
3.5.3 A Program Coordinator is allocated to each program of study. In the absence
of the Program Coordinator, the Centre Head is your point of contact. Each Program
Coordinator is responsible for monitoring the student experience and facilitating the
feedback of BIBF programs and faculty reviews during each study/training period.
The program and faculty review reports are used to integrate faculty and program
feedback and is reported into the Board for Professional and Academic
Qualification (BPAQ) via Program Review Committees (PRCs) to facilitate
consideration of the actions required. The Program Coordinator or the Centre Head
provides a link with the assessment mechanism for each subject/course and performs
an important role in assisting the development and monitoring of program aims and
learning outcomes.
3.6 Faculty criteria
3.6.1 A BIBF approved faculty is expected to fulfill the following criteria:
3.6.1.1 Be a graduate in the subject area being taught.
3.6.1.2 Have a recent and relevant academic or practitioner experience of the
subject/course.
3.6.1.3

Have teaching experience, preferably at Diploma or degree level.

3.6.1.4

Have a teaching qualification or intend to obtain one.

3.6.1.5

Have a Professional qualification.

3.6.1.6 Be committed to activity necessary to update continually subject
knowledge and develop faculty skills.
3.6.1.7 Be participants in BIBF Faculty Development Program (Refer to chapter 10 Faculty and Staff Development, QA Code of Practice).
Each Centre fills out a Faculty Allocation Form for all faculty teaching on its
courses at the beginning of the academic year. Each program coordinator is
responsible for collecting the Faculty Feedback Form for all courses conducted for
BIBF for program reviews.
3.7 Learning Resources
3.7.1 Students studying at BIBF receive training and education support
incorporating the following features:
3.7.1.1 Structured class room training delivered by a faculty approved as
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meeting the BIBF faculty criteria in (4) as above.
3.7.1.2 A training and teaching structure or a Lesson Plan with associated
rationale and contact hours for each subject/course of study;
3.7.1.3 A program induction for new students, and a subject/course - based
induction, integrated into the beginning of each subject/course; and
3.7.1.4

A formalized mechanism for student feedback.

3.7.2 It is expected that BIBF will enhance a participant’s experience through
the provision of access to the following resources and services:
3.7.2.1 Membership of library and information service with a suitable stock
of physical reading references and use of IT resources to facilitate email and
learning environment access.
3.7.2.2 The BPAQ Group reviews each Centre activities and develops and
monitors action plans for the enhancement of the learning and teaching experience.
3.7.2.3 A formal annual review is undertaken of each centre to re-confirm BIBF
QA standards through PRCs.
3.8 Student Support and Guidance
3.8.1 Program coordinator or Centre Head is responsible for mentoring participants
and guiding them through the program of study or training with the Centre’s
administrative support. BIBF Registration facilities are available for students to register
with courses and receive confirmation etc. Operations Department in BIBF provides
all participants in BIBF with the proper facilities to enjoy learning and
teaching/training in an international and conducive environment.
4.1 Overview and Context
In the delivery of its awards, BIBF will rely exclusively on flexible and distributed
learning, either through Centres, or through main Centre in Bahrain and there is a
commitment to continuous review of that collaborative provision.
Before entering any partnership arrangement, BIBF conducts a rigorous, phased
approach covering search; screening (with centre suitability assessed against core
criteria); implementation; and review – as detailed in BIBF partnering organization
approval process approved by the BPAQ. Processes to monitor issues relating to the
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learning support delivered, including an annual report, are documented, for example
in the Partnering Organization Annual Review Template for BIBF Programs.
In terms of its collaborative arrangements, BIBF restricts its activity to ‘validated
programs’ through which the partner organization delivers a program of study towards
an award that is developed, assessed (in the English or Arabic language) and awarded
by BIBF or jointly with an international organization and with the quality of that
provision assured by it.
Program and module specifications, the learning and teaching strategy and assessment are
controlled by BIBF and common across all modes of partner organizations.
Partner organizations, faculty and examiners are expected to reflect the mission and
values of BIBF – as laid down in the relevant contractual agreements.
In managing this aspect of its work, BIBF's approach is in line with the key principles
identified by the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) in the UK, thus:

1. Learning opportunities are made available without prejudice to the academic/

professional standards of the award(s) or the quality of what is offered to students/
participants, wherever they may be;
2. The arrangements for assuring quality and standards are rigorous, secure and open
to scrutiny;
3. Delivery is conducted in a style consistent with ensuring protection to both
students and partners and in an atmosphere conducive to building trust and
confidence amongst the stakeholders.
Prime responsibility for the operation of BIBF's collaborative provision lies with the
Centres, subject to necessary approvals by the Director and BPAQ.
4.2 The Guiding Precepts
As noted above, the following precepts on collaborative provision are aligned to those
published by the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA), UK.
4.2.1 Responsibility for academic standards.

4.2.1.1 The hallmark of BIBF provision, irrespective of the method of study
followed, is that students are required to take common assessments as set
and marked centrally by BIBFs' respective Centre.
4.2.1.2 Additionally, there is central control of program review and the
appointment of faculty, as well as defined learning and teaching/training and
assessment strategies (Please see Appendix I for Faculty Approval Form).
4.2.3 Arrangements for the delivery of programs through partner organizations.
4.2.3.1 BIBF has set down academic, brand reputation and commercial
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criteria to inform the process of application and acceptance of partner
organizations (for the partner organization approval process document,
please see Appendix II)
4.2.3.2 Recommendations are made to the BPAQ and the Director (who must
approve the appointment of any new Centres). A contractual relationship is
then entered into between the partner organization and BIBF.
4.2.4 Partner organization details (Please see Appendix II)
4.2.4.1 Listings are maintained on BIBF website.
4.2.5 Status of programs.
4.2.5.1 The structured approach to collaborative provision means that
academic/training standards are consistent, and there is little likelihood of
misunderstanding in terms of the standing of awards.
4.2.5.2 Any localization to content of programs should be clearly identified
in approval document and signed by both parties.
4.2.6 Safeguarding against financial or other irregularities.
4.2.6.1 BIBF continually monitors its processes and systems to protect the
integrity of its awards and the quality of learning opportunities provided
and to facilitate the identification and investigation of possible malpractice.
4.2.6.2 There is an established policy of working with a single partner
organization in any region (thus eliminating the possibility of excesses
engendered by competition), and careful negotiation of the financial
arrangements to support delivery (on conclusion of the prescribed
implementation phase which, in turn, is backed by due diligence studies
utilizing, where necessary, the local financial services and academic/training
communities).
4.2.7 Collaborative provision and risk management.
4.2.7.1 Trends in student registrations, and the resulting impact on the
negotiated funding arrangements, are monitored and discussed outside the
(academic) review process.
4.2.8 Partnerships
4.2.8.1 BIBF has built its reputation on the quality and relevance of its
awards and its commitment to bringing the academic education and
vocational training together. It seeks to match these values and objectives in
its selection of partners.
4.2.8.2 Any tensions are identified and resolved through the review process.
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4.2.9 Due diligence in the selection of partner institutions (Please see Appendix III)
4.2.9.1 Relevant enquiries are conducted at the screening and
implementation phases of partner organization recruitment supported,
where necessary, through local organizations, including the financial services
community.
4.2.9.2 There are set criteria in terms of resource requirements to support
students/ participants through BIBF programs.
4.2.9.3 Completed applications are reviewed and processed through the
academic governance structure.
4.2.10 Control of academic standards.
4.2.11.1
The contracts are designed to allow BIBF full control over the
academic standards of its awards.
4.2.11.2
Prior BIBF approval is required in the case of any
geographical expansion in terms of delivery by any partner organization,
and it is fundamental that training is provided on exactly the same basis
as on Bahrain premises with any new facilities subject to inspection during
the review process.
4.2.12 Ensuring that the quality of learning opportunities is adequate to enable
achievement of the academic standards required.
4.2.12.1
In terms of collaborative provision, careful attention is paid
to resources with guidance given through the screening phase, and
quality management expectations are specified and measured as part of the
validation process.
4.2.12.2
Any exceptional performance (at either end of the scale)
is picked up and managed/promoted through sessional review and the
annual reporting process.
4.2.13 Dual and joint awards.
4.2.13.1
Where programs leading to a dual or joint award are
proposed, the capacity of the partners to engage is monitored. In this way,
the standards and quality of any awards are defined and assured (as
referenced to the academic infrastructure).
4.2.15 Achieving compliance with the code of practice on collaborative provision
4.2.15.1
It is fundamental to any collaborative arrangement entered
into by BIBF that the precepts in this chapter are mapped carefully against
the arrangement to ensure that all relevant provisions are fully applied,
understood and monitored.
4.2.15.2
Every effort is made also to communicate and explain the
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obligations imposed by the code on partner organizations.
4.2.16 Fulfilling the terms and conditions of collaborative arrangements
4.2.16.1
BIBF accepts its responsibility to ensure that the terms and
conditions of collaborative agreements have been, and continue to be, met
and any matters of interpretation/understanding resolved – as supervised
by the Board for Professional and Academic Qualifications (BPAQ). The
review phase focuses on this aspect, but there is continuous contact with
academic centres influenced by the central control of admissions, regulations
and assessment, and linked to regular visits to discuss development issues.
4.2.16.2
Annual review also presents the opportunity to monitor
continuing compliance with the terms and conditions of the arrangement
with periodic institutional review.
4.2.16.3
The same approach relates to contractual agreements with
BIBF partner institutions, which are kept under continuous scrutiny
through scheduled institutional reviews.
4.2.17 Monitoring and ensuring the proficiency of staff engaged on collaborative
programs
4.2.17.1
Faculty criteria (see Chapter 3, Learning and Teaching) are
published and monitored by BIBF and are common across the partner
organizations.
4.2.17.2
All partner organizations are asked to provide completed
‘Approved Faculty Forms’ for those deployed on the program(s).
4.2.17.3
Partner organization review is structured so as to ensure
that faculty development needs are considered and actioned, with
sessional review highlighting any difficulties identified from student
evaluations or through comparative study of examination results.
Concerns are then fed back to partner organizations for comment and
action.
4.2.17.4
Centrally, BIBF provides a Faculty Handbook. All approved
faculty
have
access
to
the
development
programs
and
conferences/workshops run by BIBF.
4.2.18 Recruitment and admission to programs
4.2.18.1 Entry requirements to programs are centrally determined and
monitored and regulated through Chapter 1 of this code (Recruitment and
Admissions).
4.2.19 Assessment and collaborative arrangements
4.2.19.1
No distinction is made by BIBF in terms of assessment
across programs. All students complete centrally prepared assignments and
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written examinations that are conducted in accordance with BIBF
assessment strategy and principles - Chapter 6 of the Code of Practice.
4.2.19.2
Partner institutions are governed by BIBF procedures in
this regard – as set down in Chapter 7 of this code on Assessment of
Students.
4.2.19.3
Where coursework assignments are initially assessed by
partner organizations, this is completed in accordance with the
accompanying regulations and to a prescribed marking template with
moderation and subsequent reporting to ensure consistency.
4.2.20 Certificates and transcripts
4.2.20.1 Again, the principle of central control does not allow for
deviation or any distinctions in respect of those studying under
collaborative arrangements with all documents issued by BIBF and subject
to security provisions.
4.2.21 Channels for concerns, complaints and appeals
4.2.21.1 BIBF recognizes the need for students/participants to understand
the nature of their relationship with it and the respective roles of the parties
in terms of delivery of the programs. This is captured from the outset of the
relationship in the Student Charter.
4.2.21.2 In addition, full details, including on how complaints and appeals
should be progressed, are clearly explained through the Student Handbook
(including Chapter 9 of this code on Complaints, Malpractice, and Appeals
Review Process).
4.2.21.3 Partner organizations/BIBF responsibilities are clearly defined in the
appropriate contract.
4.2.22 Monitoring information relating to collaborative provision
4.2.22.1
Partner organizations rely mainly on centrally produced
material and are contractually obliged to clear any tailored promotional
campaigns (which are often co- produced, and presented) with BIBF.
4.2.22.2
In the wider context, BIBF is alert to the need for it to take
responsibility for program information published in its name and to
eliminate any prospect of misunderstanding about the status or nature of
its collaborative arrangements. This is seen as a particular priority given
the international delivery of its programm and the need to protect reputation
of BIBF.
4.3.1 Access to, and guidance on, learning materials
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4.3.2 Periodic review
4.3.2.1 The Program Review Committee (PRCS) and the Board for
Professional and Academic Qualifications (BPAQ) review educational and
program aims on an annual basis (for each program of study) and by
session for each module of study. The group considers, inter alia, student
performance, student and faculty feedback and partner organization
reports.
4.3.2.2 Further details on the process for program monitoring and review are
contained in Code of Practice Chapter 5, Program Design, Approval,
Monitoring and Review.
4.3.3 Articulating program requirements
4.3.3.1 BIBF provides information to prospective students through a
program brochure, which is updated on the website.
4.3.4 Learner support
4.3.4.1 BIBF Student Handbook articulates the support available to students
and provides guidance for them.
4.3.4.2 Partner organizations are required to articulate a clear schedule of
learning support for students enrolled.
4.3.4.3 The Student Charter articulates the expectations of each party in
the ‘learning contract’, and brings together the existing information and
advice provided to prospective students.
4.3.5 Preparing students for assessment
4.3.5.1 The lesson plan provided to students incorporates learning activities
and review questions to test their understanding.
4.3.6 Managing assessment
4.3.6.1 BIBF manages the process of centre invigilation for all exams and
assessments. Each invigilator is required to follow guidelines and report on
the conduct of the examination.
4.3.6.2 For assessments, assignments etc., students are required to confirm,
by signature, that their submission is their own work, and examiners and
moderators are guided to identify and report any suspected examples of
plagiarism.
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Appendix I: APPROVED FACULTY FORM
(Please read the covering letter sent with this form)
A:

PERSONAL DETAILS
LAST
NAME:

FIRST
NAMES:

ADDRESS:

Dr/Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms

TITLE
POSTCODE:
COUNTRY:
HOME
PHONE NO:
DAYTIME

MOBILE
PHONE NO:
FAX

PHONE NO:

NO:

E-MAIL
ADDRESS:

* Please note your mobile phone number is required for internal use only, we would
only give students your mobile phone number if they are experiencing difficulties in
making contact with you.
EMPLOYMENT DETAILS:
Please give details of your employment (starting with the most recent).
CURRENT EMPLOYER:
From

Dates

To

Position held

Name and address of
Employer
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PREVIOUS EMPLOYERS:
Da tes
From

B:

To

Position held

Name of Employer

Brief details of responsibilities

Full
(FT) or
Part
Time
(PT)

QUALIFICATIONS

Please tick box(es) and state the award, name and place of institution and date of award:
Undergraduate  Name of Award (and class)

Name and place of Institution
Date of award
Postgraduate 

Name of Award (and class)
Name and place of Institution
_____________________________________
Date of award

Professional
qualification



Name of
Name and place of
Institution
Date of award

Teaching



Name of Award (and class)
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Name and place of
Institution
Date of award
C:
TEACHING AND PROFESSIONAL/ WORK EXPERIENCE, RESEARCH
AND SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY
C1.

TEACHING AND PROFESSIONAL/ WORK EXPERIENCE - State your

experience of teaching, including the place, course(s), level, duration (please note details
of how long you have taught/trained on BIBF courses) and mode (e.g. lecturing,

C2.
RESEARCH - Please give details of current research activity (if applicable please
attach an up to date record of research publications, authoring text and conference
articles)
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C3.
SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY – Please give details of activity and experience that
you have undertaken in the last year that has enabled you to keep up to date with your
subject area knowledge and your teaching skills. (Note you can include work
experience, teaching experience on BIBF or other academic/training programs or
development of courses).
Subject area knowledge
Teaching skills
D:

OTHER SKILLS

D1.
PROFICIENCY IN ENGLISH (PLEASE COMPLETE ONLY IF YOUR
FIRST LANGUAGE IS NOT ENGLISH) – Please tick boxes
Level of Spoken English:
Fluent

Conversational

Level of Written English:
Fluent
E:

Conversational
REFERENCES

This section applies only to new tutor applications only. You should provide one
reference who can confirm your teaching and/or professional experience.
Name:
Job Title:
Organization:
Address:
Town:
Post Code
Telephone No:
Email Address:
Capacity in which the referee has known you?
Number of years referee has known you?
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(We may contact this referee before your application has been accepted)
DECLARATION
I certify that the information given is to the best of my knowledge, complete and accurate
and I understand that if any statement is subsequently found to be false or misleading my
contract may be terminated.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT:
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Appendix II: APPROVED PARTNER ORGANIZATION APPLICATION FORM
CENTRE DETAILS
NAME OF
CENTRE
ADDRESS

TELEPHONE
NUMBER
FAX NUMBER
MAIN CONTACT
JOB TITLE
EMAIL ADDRESS
STATUS
(e.g. University,
Charity, training
institute,
Incorporated
Company, Public,
Private or other)
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PART 1
PREMISES

Buildings
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED PARTNER ORGANIZATION’S
BUILDINGS

Student lecture/tutorial rooms
Number of teaching rooms:
Student lecture/tutorial rooms (cont.)
Room
1
2
3
4
5

Lecture (L)
or Tutorial
Room (T)

Student places

Brief description of equipment
(desk/chairs, blackboards/whiteboards,
audio-visual, electronic)

Student study rooms and areas (other than libraries)
Area/
Room
1
2
3
4
5

Area (A) or
Room (R)

Student places

Brief description of contents

Computer facilities

a) Accommodation
Number of computer laboratories
Room

Capacity
(number of
personal
computers)

Networked
Yes/no

Access hours
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1
2
3
4
5

b) Operating system for each personal computer (PC)
MS Windows



Apple Macintosh

Other (please specify)

c) World Wide Web
Indicate whether each PC has the following:
Access to the Internet
(List any restrictions for students accessing the Internet, e.g. local call
charges)
Web browser
(Specify which browser and the version currently used, e.g. Netscape
Navigator Version 4.0)

d) Spreadsheet software packages
Indicate whether the PCs can access the following spreadsheet packages.
MS Excel



Lotus



Other (please specify)

e) Word packages(please give details)
f) Electronic mail

Would students access to E-mail within the Support Centre?
Yes



No

Student library facilities
Number of
student study
spaces

Approximate
number of books

Number of
academic
journals

Further information (including electronic
information services)

Any other information about the premises

Last updated by APL Committee 20 July 2011
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PART 2:
BUSINESS PLAN FOR PROGRAM

Date of proposed first intake:
Dates of intakes in each year:

Expected student intake in each year (number)
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Subsequent years

Qualifications to be offered:

First year

Second year

Targeted market(s):

Last updated by APL Committee 20 July 2011
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Targeted market(s) – transfers from your
other internal courses. List courses by
name:

State the level of each course in terms of an
International University undergraduate
standard (either Years 1, 2, 3 or 4):

Professional/Educational background of the
targeted market(s):

State (a) whether an International University
entry standard; and (b) standard achieved in
written and spoken English

Possible application for exemption from
the following module sets:

Awarding Body and Applicable Subjects

State proportion of faculty members
currently qualified to teach on the
Programs

Degree
%

Diploma/Professional Courses
%

Please suggest any academic development that you may need to run BIBF programs. For example,
this may be faculty development or faculty/student feedback development.

Please add any other information which you feel is relevant at this particular stage

Please attach to this document details of educational programs that you currently
deliver and relevant prospectuses and/or website references relating to your
Institution.
Proposed Partner

Date
Name
Title
Signature

Sign off by BIBF
Date
Name
Title
Signature
Last updated by APL Committee 20 July 2011
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Appendix III

Key criteria for potential Partner Organizations
Academic
• Experience of delivering appropriate level programs
• Academic faculty – (criteria match with BIBF Approved Faculty criteria)
• Faculty recruitment and development policy
• Student feedback policy
• Learning and teaching/ training environment

Brand

•
•
•
•
•

Reputation of the institution in the territory
Approval status with Government and relevant local QA body
Experience in delivering other overseas program within the territory
Reputation within the relevant financial sector employer community
Relationship with any other professional organizations in the territory

Commercial
• Target student market (e.g. including assessment of entry requirements and
exemptions)
• Competitor analysis
• Potential development issues (e.g. of faculty)
• Timescale of program delivery
• Business plan (3 year) assessment
• Contractual obligations (e.g. including the matrix of responsibilities).
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Program Design, Approval, Monitoring and Review
5.1 Overview
These guidelines apply to all programs offered by BIBF.
These guidelines may be varied in the case of programs which form part of a dual or joint
award delivered collaboratively with a strategic partner.
These guidelines are implemented in line with the principles established within the
following chapters of BIBF Code of Practice for Quality Assurance: Learning and
Teaching (Chapter 3); Assessment Strategy and Principles (Chapter 6) and Assessment
of Students (Chapter 7).
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Graph 5.1
New Programs– Design and Approval Public, Special,
External, Professional and Academic
Commercial Feedback & CC

Initial

Feedback

Development
Initial VC meeting

Initial VC meeting

(No)

(Yes)
Full Development

2nd VC Meeting

Conditional

Unconditional

Approval

Approval

Rejected

Strategic

Report to VC

Feedback
Rejected

Approved

Rejected

Approved

BPAQ

Specific Council

Note: CC: Curriculum
Committee
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The summary procedure for program design and approval is as follows: (Refer to
Graph 5.1 – Explanation of Process Flow)
Commercial Feedback and Curriculum Committee feedback will lead to initial
development of the program.

Seek initial approval from the Validation Committee (VC) set up by Centre.

Second VC meeting in case of initial “yes”. In case of “no”, it goes to Curriculum
Committee and Commercial Feedback and development again.

nd
If rejected in 2
VC meeting, then proposal should seek strategic feedback. In case of
conditional approval, it should be reported to VC with changes as required. In case of
unconditional approval, it is proposed to Board for Professional and Academic
Qualifications (BPAQ).

In case of second rejection in the strategic feedback meeting, the proposal will not be
considered further unless circumstances change. In case it is approved in the strategic
feedback meeting, the proposal goes for another VC meeting for final approval. In
case of conditional approval where the case is reported to VC again, if approved goes
to BPAQ and then to Specific Council. In case of rejection by VC, it goes for another VC
meeting and the above stage is repeated.
5.2 Approval of New Programs
5.2.1 Any new program development must take into account external guidelines as
1
required, subject benchmark statements and BIBF QA Code of practice, and be
articulated through program and module specifications.
1 See Appendix for definition
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Developments should also need to bear in mind links with industry specific needs and
strategic plan of BIBF.
5.2.2 In terms of both process and output, all new program development must be
consistent with BIBF QA Code of Practice Chapter V.
5.2.3 The following overarching principles apply to all programs offered by BIBF and
must be satisfied by any new program development. All programs must:
i. be designed to have clear and explicit links to BIBF strategy;
ii. be supported by market research and be financially viable;
iii. have a clearly defined structure with learning outcomes articulated at program
and module level, supported by relevant curriculum and appropriate assessment
arrangements;
iv. be designed to be accessible and fair to all students;
v. be sufficiently supported in terms of financial, human and physical resources to
ensure their effective delivery.
5.2.4 Membership and functions of Validation Committees are bound by BIBF
regulations. Approvals of new programs of study may involve the validation of new
modules and approval of significant modifications to existing modules.
5.2.5 Programs must, however, be reviewed at least once every five years in line with the
arrangements for periodic program review (Section 5.4 onwards), but may be subject
to review within that timeframe subject to approval by BPAQ. Authority to discontinue
programs of study rests with Director, who may do so on grounds of viability or
resource availability. Discontinuation of a program normally means that there will be
no further recruitment to that program; however, students enrolled on it may progress
to completion within the normal timescale or transfer to another program should the
option be available. Discontinuation of a program will be reported at appropriate
deliberative committees together with accompanying student advice.
5.2.6 Once Curriculum Committee and Commercial Feedback are collected, the appointed
Program Team takes responsibility for ensuring that the proposal is in its development
stage when presented to the Validation Committee. The Chair of the Program Team
(appointed by Centre Head) will assume responsibility for program planning, preparation
of documentation and presentation of the program for validation, and will normally be a
senior member of BIBF faculty/staff
5.2.7 Quality Assurance Department is responsible for managing the approval
calendar, convening Validation Committees and maintaining records of approval reports
and of program documents.
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5.2.8 Chair of the Program Team must contact Quality Assurance Department to arrange
a date for validation meeting. Quality Assurance Department will then identify an
independent Chair for the validation event. The Chair will be selected from a panel of
BIBF staff or an external expert, approved by the Director, and who have been given
appropriate training for the role.
5.2.9 As soon as the validation date has been agreed, Chair of the Program Team must
supply Quality Assurance Department with completed nomination forms in respect of
external advisers. The purpose of the nomination form is to assist in the selection of a
committee including the appropriate balance of academic and professional expertise.
The Quality Assurance Department determines the composition of the Validation
Committee, selecting committee members under the authority of the Director.
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Graph showing Process Flow of 5.2.8 and 5.2.9 Graph 5.2

Chair of Program Team

QA arranges date of VC meeting

(appointed by Centre Head)

QA selects independent Chair of VC
with Director's approval

QA selects VC external members with
approval of Director

Chair of Program Team provides
nomination to QA for external
advisors

Internal members (2) are selected by
Chair of Program Team
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5.2.10 When the Chair of the Validation Committee has been identified,
a pre-meeting may be held to clarify the purpose and structure of the
validation event. Pre-meetings are arranged by Quality Assurance
Department and will be attended by: Chair of the Validation committee,
Chair of Program Team (who may be supported by a colleague closely
involved in the program planning) and a representative of Quality
Assurance Department.
Process flow
of 5.2.10
Graph 5.3
Pre-Meeting for Validation Event

Chair of VC

Chair of Program Team
(may be supported by a
colleague)

QA Representative

5.2.11 The validation event will normally be scheduled for a half day.
The recommended order of the proceedings for the meeting is as follows:
i. private meeting of the Validation Committee to confirm the
agenda and identify issues arising from the documentation;
ii. meeting with the Program Team (on an indicative agenda
as specified below)
iii. private meeting of the Committee to agree on its recommendation;
iv.
feedback to the Program Team.
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Process Flow of 5.2.11
Graph 5.4
Graph of Validation Event

Meeting of VC to confirm
ge d

Private meeting of VC for
consensus on recommendation

Meeting between VC + Program
Team

VC feedback to Program Team

5.2.12 The Validation Committee’s discussion with the Program Team is based
on an indicative agenda, which includes the themes set out below. The amount of
attention that needs to be given to each item will be determined largely by the
nature of the program under discussion.
i.
markets, aims, rationale;
ii.
fit with BIBF mission and strategy;
iii. external factors that are relevant, for example competing awards;
iv.
entry qualifications;
v.
structure and scope;
vi.
curriculum content (modules);
vii. staffing, physical and financial resources;
viii. input from strategic partners (where the program is a collaborative venture);
ix.
teaching, learning and assessment;
x.
student support;
xi.
impact on employability;
xii. work-based learning, if applicable;
xiii. how the program relates to differing student cohorts, e.g. full-time and parttime.
5.2.13 The documentation provided by the Program Team to support the proposal
is circulated in advance of the meeting by Quality Assurance Department and comprises:
i.
an evaluation document setting out the rationale for the program, the potential
market and, if appropriate, any future intentions with regard to the development
of the program. This document helps the Validation Committee to understand
the context of the validation event;
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a program structure diagram, which illustrates the sequencing of modules and
when they are to be taught;
iii. program specification, using BIBF template. This will serve as the definitive
course document. The program specification will include a mapping between the
modules and their assessment, and the program learning outcomes. The
program specification is the document that will be signed off once any approval
conditions have been met.
iv.
module specifications, which are documents that must include a module
syllabus, using BIBF template. This is needed whether it is a new module, one
that has been modified or an existing module that will remain unchanged.
5.2.14 The composition of a BIBF Validation Committee is normally as follows:
i.
Chair – a senior member of BIBF staff or external member selected by
Department of QA, approved by the Director and independent of the
development of the proposed program;
ii.
External Committee Members – Quality Assurance Department selects
external committee members (normally two) from among those proposed
by the Program Team. Members will have no relationship with BIBF to
make certain of an external viewpoint and will reflect a balance of direct
experience of delivering higher education in an international setting and
practitioner experience in the financial services sector;
iii. Internal Committee Members (normally two) – selected by Program Chair
or Centre Head from among BIBF faculty members and external to the
proposed program. Internal committee members are required to have
experience of delivering programs within the context of BIBF’s policies and
regulations;
iv.
Quality Assurance representative who will act as Secretary to the Committee.
5.2.15 Validation Committee is required to ensure that the design of the program:
i.
has clearly defined learning outcomes;
ii.
is of a standard appropriate for the level of the award;
iii. adheres to BIBF regulations and quality management
and
enhancement procedures;
iv.
has a curriculum that makes it possible for the learner to achieve those
outcomes;
v.
has assessment that can measure that learning outcomes have been
achieved;
vi.
places demands on the learner appropriate to the level of study;
vii. is well-balanced and coherent;
viii. equips the learner with both academic knowledge and enhanced
employability;
ix.
takes into account external reference points such as industry demands and
specifications, relevant subject benchmark statements and BIBF QA Code of
practice.

ii.
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Validation Committee may also make recommendations to the Program Team as to how
the program, or the modules contributing to it, may be further improved.
5.2.16 Validation Committee Secretary writes the validation report. The
purpose of the report is to:
i.
record Validations Committee’s recommendation, confirming the
award titles and including any conditions to be met or
recommendations made;
ii.
provide a commentary on the deliberations leading to the
recommendation;
iii. record the context of the meeting and the key issues raised.
Process Flow of 5.2.12 and 5.2.16
Graph 5.5 Composition of VC + Post
meeting details

Chair of VC

VC Secretary
writes Validation
Report

External Members
(Selected by QA)

revised program and
module specifications with
explanations on Program
Team’s response to report

Internal
Committee
Members (2)

QA
Representative
(Secretary to the
committee)

Chair of VC signs
document after
consultation with
committee members

5.2.17
The Program Team’s response to the conditions and
recommendations will take the form of a revised program and module
specifications accompanied by a report explaining how the team has
responded to any conditions. Chair of the Validation Committee will
consider and sign off the definitive documentation, consulting with
committee members as required.
5.3 Monitoring
5.3.1 Monitoring is an important mechanism for the Centres, and through them the
BPAQ confirms that the standards of BIBF’s programs are maintained; that their
quality is assured; and that opportunities for enhancement are identified and
implemented. The process of monitoring involves checking and evaluating the way in
which provision is operating in relation to its aims and outcomes, using qualitative
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and quantitative evidence. Effective monitoring focuses on the identification of good
practice as well as addressing issues of concern. As such, monitoring should lead to
quality enhancement and to the dissemination of good practice.
5.3.2 Monitoring has to be seen within the broader context of quality assurance and
enhancement brought about through other aspects of BIBF’s work, e.g. review,
management procedures, staff development and moderation processes. Monitoring
should not be thought of as an activity which takes place only at a particular time
in the academic year: it is a continuous process of evaluation and action where
necessary so that matters are addressed and subsequently noted in each annual
monitoring report.
5.3.3 The purpose of monitoring, as defined in BIBF context, is to:
i.
ensure that the program remains relevant and valid and continues to meet
the needs of users;
ii.
consider ongoing effectiveness of learning and teaching/training provision,
assessment regime and student support mechanisms for the program;
iii. consider appropriateness of the structure and design of the program in
supporting student retention, achievement and progression;
2
iv.
monitor trends in student, module and provider performance for the
program over time;
v.
identify opportunities and make recommendations for improvement and
enhancement within the program; and
vi.
share good practice within and across programs.
5.3.4 The policies and procedures associated with monitoring will be reviewed at
regular intervals by the monitoring process.
Graph 5.6
Graph explaining process flow of Annual Review of Programs
Monitoring data compiled and
prepared by the Centre
according to Terms of Reference

PRCs

Each Centre representative
presents the report

BPAQ
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Note:

Note:

PRC: Program Review Committee
(See Appendix for reference)

BPAQ: Board for Professional and
Academic Qualifications

5.3.5 BIBF has a duty to ensure that the award achieved by the student is of value and
that the standard of the award is comparable with those from other internationally
reputed institutions so that it will be recognized as such by employers, professional
bodies and other organisations.
5.3.6 Monitoring should be evaluative rather than merely descriptive. In order to
make it so, authors should draw on a range of evidence and consider the findings in
relation to the continuing validity of the program outcomes set out in the program
specification, thus providing BIBF with qualitative and quantitative information as a
tool for effective management of modules.
5.3.7 All programs and their associated modules are subject to monitoring annually.
5.3.8 Program Review Committees are formed by Centres with representatives from
Centres as chosen by Centre Head, QA representative and any external representative
as suggested by Centre Head. All appointments are approved by the Director – see
Appendix for PRC roles and responsibilities and Terms and Reference.
5.3.9 The annual monitoring cycle for each program will culminate in a formal
meeting to consider a range of feedback relating to the delivery of the program over the
previous year’s sessions from the following indicative sources:
i.faculty – via evaluations, workshops, feedback;
ii. collaborative partners – from annual reports, visits;
iii. students – via student evaluations, workshops, student representatives;
iv. examiners – via examiner reports, assessment meetings;
v. employers – from employer forums, meetings;
vi. module performance data, statistics and trends;
vii. program performance data, statistics and trends;
Together with:
viii. student achievement, retention and progression information and trends;
ix. provider (faculty/collaborative
partner/employer)
performance
data,
statistics and trends.
x. financial viability of the program
5.3.10 For each program, the monitoring process will:
i. identify issues for:
a. Immediate action;
b. Further investigation and ongoing monitoring;
ii. submit an annual monitoring report with accompanying recommendations to the
PRC (where appropriate, annual monitoring reports for different, but closely
related, programs may be combined);
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iii.
iv.

prepare a summary report on its annual findings for internal records and
external review;
the report will be presented to BPAQ for approval.

5.4 Periodic Program Review
5.4.1 Review is a process of periodic scrutiny of a program to ensure its continuing
validity. It is based on evidence, accumulated through monitoring processes, about the
quality and standards of the program and, in BIBF context, its fit with industry
needs. Review is undertaken by PRC, and the results are scrutinized by the same process
identified in the monitoring graph– see graph 5.6, page 19.
5.4.2 Programs must, however, be reviewed at least once every five years, but may
be subject to review within a shorter time by decision of the PRC or at the request of the
Quality Assurance Department or the Director.
5.4.3 Review covers the rationale, content, delivery and operations of a program.
As noted above, the review of an existing program follows a similar process to that
for the monitoring of the program. It is important to note that a review should cover
how the program has been managed previously, so as to ensure that quality and
standards have been met as well as informing successful management of the program in
the future.
5.4.4 In reviewing the quality of student learning opportunities, the review process
will normally expect to obtain feedback from a representative group of students drawn
from the current cohorts of the program. Where possible, this group should also include
recent graduates of the program. Student feedback should form part of the formal
agenda for the review.
5.4.5 Review will also consider the way in which evidence drawn from annual
monitoring and other sources (including feedback from faculty, students and
employers) has been used to improve and enhance the program. Review may embrace
the addition or deletion of core modules taught as part of the program; consider
changes to program and/or module specifications; and generally reflect on how the
program has evolved and its continuing relevance in the current market.
5.4.6 Recommendations for the instigation of a review of a program will be discussed
and agreed between the respective Centre and Quality Assurance Department. The
schedule for program review will take into account: the period since approval or
previous review; reports from faculty; annual monitoring reports; industry feedback; and
other sources where applicable.
The documentation provided by the PRC to support the review normally consists of
the following:
i. A critical appraisal which should include:
a.
rationale for the review, any changes that are proposed and
reasons for those changes;
b.
articulation of incremental changes made since the last review
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

or approval of the program;
c.
an evaluation of the program as it has run using appropriate
evidence (annual monitoring reports, faculty reports, students
evaluations etc.);
d.
student progression and performance data;
e.
evidence of consultation with employers and/or curriculum
committees;
f.
how professional activity and liaison with the industry have led
to updating of the program;
g.
how program fits within BIBF suite of programs;
h.
any external factors that are relevant;
i.
how the program relates to differing student cohorts,
e.g. full time, part time, professional, academic etc
j.
adherence of the program to BIBF policies and codes on
equality and diversity and students with disabilities.
a program structure diagram, which illustrates the sequencing of modules and when
they are taught;
the (updated) program specification, using BIBF template, which will serve as
the definitive course document;
module specifications, using BIBF template. (These are needed whether it is a new
module, one that has been modified or an existing module that will remain
unchanged);
examples of the information provided to students, such as program and module
specifications, program specific regulations and promotional material.

5.4.7 BPAQ is required to ensure that design of the program continues to:
i. have clearly articulated learning outcomes;
ii. be of the appropriate standard for the level of the award;
iii. have a curriculum that makes it possible for the student to achieve the learning
outcomes;
iv. have assessment that is appropriate in terms of size, level and
measurement of the learning outcomes;
v. place the appropriate demands on the student for the level of study;
vi. provide both academic knowledge and enhanced employability;
vii. take into account external reference points such as the industry and curriculum
committee feedbacks, relevant subject benchmark statements and BIBF QA Code
of practice.
5.4.8 BPAQ has the additional responsibility to ensure that the facilities and resources
for the delivery of the program are appropriate in terms of:
i. teaching/training, learning and assessment;
ii. program management;
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student support;
requirements of BIBF QA Code of practice.
And that they allow the student to achieve the learning outcomes.
5.4.9 Outside of the five yearly schedules, recommendations regarding the instigation
of periodic program review will apply in the case of the following proposed
modifications to programs or modules:
i. a change to the title of an award;
ii. a significant change to the program learning outcomes, module
composition, structure or regulations of a program;
iii. any substantial change to the delivery mode of a program;
iv. a significant change to a defining feature of a module, such as: Title;
Aims;
Level;
Credit;
Learning outcomes;
Assessment method
v. addition, deletion or substitution of individual core modules within a
program.
5.4.10 Minor modifications will be reported to BPAQ through annual monitoring
process.
5.4.11 Where substantial changes are to be made to modules within a program,
approval of these would be through review. If the accumulative effect of
minor modifications to a program over a period of a few years, is such that
the program is substantially different from that originally approved, Quality
Assurance Department should submit the program for review.

iii.
iv.

5.4.12

Review process will involve submission of Review Report with accompanying
recommendations to PRC.
Graph explaining process flow of Periodic Review of Programs Graph 5.6

Review data compiled and
prepared by the Centre
according to Terms of
Reference

PRCs

Each Centre representative
presents report

BPAQ
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Note:

PRC: Program Review Committee
(See Appendix for reference)

BPAQ: Board for Professional and
Academic Qualifications

Appendix
What are benchmark statements?
Benchmark statements describe the attributes, skills and capabilities that a student
enrolled in a specific subject might be expected to have. They will be using them as a
reference for writing programs specifications and for internal quality assurance
purposes. Benchmark statements help to ensure that standards in programs taught in
BIBF meet an agreed level. Benchmark statements are not a curriculum in a subject.
They have been written in a way that allows ample scope for diversity among
programs. They are intended to assist those involved in program design, delivery and
review. They may also be of interest to prospective students and employers, seeking
information about the nature and standards of awards in a subject area. For examples
of subject benchmark statements:
For Accounting please visit:
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/academicinfrastructure/benchmark/statements/Accoun ting.asp
For Economics please visit:
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/academicinfrastructure/benchmark/statements/Econom ics.asp
For Finance please visit:
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/academicinfrastructure/benchmark/statements/Finance
.asp
For Mathematics please visit:
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/academicinfrastructure/benchmark/statements/Maths0 7.asp
For English please visit:
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/academicinfrastructure/benchmark/statements/English 07.asp
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Appendix
Program Review Committees (PRCs) Terms of
Reference

The PRCs are responsible for the approval and review of matters connected with BIBF programs
and its deliberations will embrace matters relating to both quality assurance and standards. It
reports to BPAQ, which delegates to it authority over certain matters as indicated below:
The Committee will meet quarterly or as required and is responsible for:

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.
vii.

viii.

Making recommendations to BPAQ regarding any significant changes required to BIBF
QA policies, regulations and Code of Practice and implementing such changes as
required in the areas of Public, Professional, Special, External and Academic Programs
of BIBF.
Reviewing and monitoring learning, teaching and assessment strategies underpinning
BIBF awards (or jointly with international organizations), and recommending changes,
as appropriate, to the BPAQ.
Approving new awards, programs and modules and any other changes proposed in
respect of Public, Professional, External, Special and Academic programs according to
powers delegated to it by BPAQ.
Implementing any requirements relating to partnership arrangements, including but not
restricted to ensuring that any discrepancies between different quality assurance regimes
have been addressed.
Approving the appointment of external examiners in respect of public, professional,
external, special and academic programs (where appropriate), receiving and considering
their reports.
Implementing and monitoring any requirements arising from changing regulations and
policies as directed by BPAQ.
Remaining abreast of BIBF QA policies, benchmarking BIBF Public, Professional,
Special, External and Academic program provision, and its supporting policies and
procedures, against best practice, and making recommendations to BPAQ, where
such benchmarking etc. may require changes to policies etc.
Approving validation committee members for program design and approval process

Composition: Program Review Committees are formed by Centres with representatives from
centres as chosen by Centre Head, QA representative and any external representative as suggested
by Centre Head. All appointments are approved by the Director – see Appendix for PRC roles
and responsibilities and Terms and Reference.
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Assessment Strategy and Principles
6.1 Introduction
BIBF recognizes that the assessment outcomes associated with its awards in terms of the
achievement of students against published standards may be used for a variety of different
purposes, for example:
i. diagnostic
ii. student progression
iii. certification
iv. selection
v. credibility by a range of different stakeholders, including:
vi. students – professional and full-time
vii. lecturers
viii. employers
ix. public educational and funding bodies.
BIBF has, therefore, devised, and reviews at regular intervals its assessment strategy. The strategy
informs and underpins the design, development and implementation of delivery of assessment
for BIBF awards – as detailed in Chapter 7 of this code on the Assessment of Students. The
strategy is reviewed and monitored in the annual review of programs with any changes
recommended to the Board for Professional and Academic Qualifications (BPAQ).
6.2 The Principles
6.2.1 Assessment should be integral to curriculum design and review.
Assessments

Formative

Summative

6.2.1.1 The use of assessment, both formative and summative, is an essential part of the
learning/training process.
6.2.1.2
Formative assessment helps identify how well students are progressing and what they
could do to improve, while summative assessment is more concerned with measuring students’
level of achievement against intended learning outcomes.
6.2.1.3 While learning outcomes describe, in terms of breadth and level, the learning to be
achieved within a module or program, and are thus fundamental to any curriculum
development activity, it is equally important that this learning can be measured and reported.
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6.2.1.4 Thus development of summative assessment to measure achievement of learning
outcomes for a given module or program must be concurrent and integrated with development of
the learning outcomes as part of the learning specification. Where appropriate, this may involve
different stakeholders,
e.g. employers in the development of the assessment of work - based activities.
6.2.1.5 For both formative and summative assessments, assessment tools used should be
chosen carefully so as to provide evidence of performance against intended learning outcomes,
thus maximizing validity of the assessment by measuring knowledge and skills expected to have
been learnt. The full range of assessment tools are to be considered, i.e. objective testing, short
essay questions, long essay questions, data based questions, case studies, project work,
coursework assignments, workplace assessment/observation etc.
6.2.1.6 Furthermore, development of assessment as part of the curriculum design process
should take into account impact that assessment has on the learning; it should aim to encourage
meaningful learning and not simply allow assessment to drive the learning process.
6.2.2 The basis on which assessment and grading is carried out must be transparent to BIBF
stakeholders.
6.2.2.1
Furthermore, in the interests of fairness, students (and BIBF stakeholders) have a right
to know the manner in which they will be assessed and the criteria which will be used in making
judgments regarding their achievements.
6.2.2.2 Consequently, students (and BIBF stakeholders) must be provided with assessment
and/or grading criteria which will be used when assessing their work in order that they can
recognize what is important in the assessment.
6.2.2.3
Opportunities must also be provided for students (and BIBF stakeholders) to
understand application of such assessment criteria in order to reinforce their understanding of
the requirements and standards associated with positive achievement.
6.2.2.4
Information regarding weightings and contribution of different assessment
criteria/components to final assessment for a unit/module is to be published within the
unit/module and/or program specifications so as to allow students to make informed decisions
regarding allocation of learning effort.
6.2.2.5 Students must also be provided with information regarding the process of assessment
and assessment instruments to be used for a given module and/or program, in order to prepare
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appropriately and reduce potential anxiety.
6.2.2.6 Finally, it is essential that the nature, processes and criteria applied during assessment
are consistent with those published and therefore expected by students and other BIBF
stakeholders. All processes relating to assessment and grading are monitored by Centres and
discussed in annual review of programs to ensure that they are fair to students and consistent
with published criteria.
6.2.3 The quality standards on which academic and professional training awards are based
must be clear and recognizable to all BIBF stakeholders
6.2.3.1
The assessment associated with awards should be designed to measure student
achievement in a manner consistent with externally published standards and benchmarks, such
as level descriptors, subject benchmark statements, professional standards etc. (Details on level
descriptors, subject benchmark statements (See Appendix to chapter V and details on program
specifications are provided in Appendix to chapter VI)
6.2.3.2 Clear and unambiguous program and module specifications, which exhibit clear links
to such benchmarks and which make explicit the relationship between assessment and learning
outcomes, must be available in BIBF website or in any other public domain so as to allow BIBF
stakeholders the opportunity to understand the breadth, depth and level of knowledge and
skills associated with achievement of a given award.
6.2.4 Design and implementation of assessment must seek to ensure fairness and avoid bias or
opportunities for malpractice.
6.2.4.1 The choice of assessment devices and procedures used in any situation must be made
carefully so as to maximize both validity and reliability of assessment, while also minimizing
opportunities for any form of malpractice, e.g. plagiarism.
6.2.4.2 In terms of validity (assessing what is meant to be assessed without undue bias); the
choice should be strongly influenced by reference to the level of knowledge and skills
described by the learning outcomes being assessed.
6.2.4.3 In terms of reliability (assessing consistently), careful consideration should be given to
the choice of assessment device and/or assessment related procedures, e.g. double marking or
moderation systems for marking.
6.2.4.4
The opportunities for malpractice should be considered when developing assessment
models, and strategies for its avoidance investigated,
e.g. balance of formal examinations vs. coursework, technology (e.g. use of plagiarism detection
software), amount of collaborative work etc.
6.2.5 Assessment and grading should be criterion-referenced not norm- referenced.
6.2.5.1
In the interests of fairness, consistency of standards and transparency, assessment and
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grading of students should be based upon how well they perform against common standards, e.g.
level descriptors, defined by explicit assessment and grading criteria (criterion-referencing), rather
than how well members of a specific cohort perform against each other (norm-referencing).
6.2.5.2 A criterion-referenced approach to assessment and grading:
i. is fair to students in terms of establishing a common standard across
cohorts which is independent of differences in ability across cohorts;
ii. provides a reference point over time for comparison of performance
by stakeholders;
iii. allows for identification and investigation of potential underlying issues
which may impact upon performance and/or maintenance of academic
standards.
6.2.5.3 An assessment and grading methodology based upon criterion- referencing must not
be expected to yield identical performance data; it is reasonable to expect a measure of variance
in performance between cohorts which may be evidenced by small differences in mark/grade
distributions.
6.2.5.4 However, in a criterion-referenced system, major differences in mark/grade
distributions, and/or emerging trends in performance, may be indicators of important
underlying issues such as standards drift (+ve or –ve) or changes in quality of student
learning/training that could be caused by a range of factors. These are addressed and discussed
in annual review of programs. Such issues may be less easily identified in a norm-referenced
system.
6.2.6

Effective feedback and reporting mechanisms should apply to all assessment.

6.2.6.1 In order to judge how well they are doing, and where they may need to improve, students
need to receive effective feedback upon assessment of their performance.
6.2.6.2 Nature of the feedback will depend upon nature of assessment, i.e. formative or
summative, but, in each case, it needs to be prompt, clear and easily related to the learning
outcomes (knowledge, skills etc) against which the student has been assessed.
6.2.6.3
The purpose of any feedback should be considered from the perspective of its
usefulness to the student - in terms of content, style and promptness.
6.2.6.4 In order to be useful, feedback should be provided while the student is able to remember
the assessment exercise and thus act upon any advice contained within the feedback. Thus
rapid, less detailed feedback may be more appropriate than detailed feedback that takes a
long time to prepare and communicate to the student.
6.2.6.5 Feedback should be clearly relevant to the assessment task; should provide positive
advice and encouragement to students; and be recognizable against the assessment criteria and
learning outcomes that the student was attempting to achieve.
6.2.6.6 More widely, all assessment activities should be monitored and reviewed in terms of
their effectiveness in fairly and consistently assessing student performance. These should be
monitored and used for evaluation on annual program reviews.
6.2.7 Assessment should be designed to be effective in light of the resources available and should
avoid unnecessary overload on all those involved in the assessment process.
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6.2.7.1
Excessive assessment can result in increased anxiety and a superficial approach to
learning. Assessment overload is undesirable.
Appendix
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Guidelines for preparing program specifications
Background
The Report of the National Committee of Inquiry into Higher Education (the Dearing report)
stressed 'the importance of clear and explicit information for students so that they can make
informed choices about their studies and the levels they are aiming to achieve'.
It recommended 'that clear descriptions of programs should be developed so that students are able
to compare different offerings and make sensible choices about the programs they wish to take'.
Since the publication of the Dearing report, the context within which program specifications
are developed has changed considerably. Such changes include:
i. the continuing development of other aspects of the Academic Infrastructure
ii. the impending introduction of fees
iii. the development of Teaching Quality Information (TQI) and the National Student Survey
iv. the development of the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education (QAA) audit
process to one which places responsibility for maintenance of standards and assurance of
quality within institutions themselves
v. the introduction of Foundation Degrees and their associated employer focus
vi. the continuing devolution of higher education (HE) matters in Northern Ireland,
Scotland and Wales
vii. the 2003 White Paper: The future of higher education
viii. the Bologna Process and other European developments
ix. the evolving nature of external subject review in HE institutions (although such review
is undertaken for those further education (FE) colleges offering HE programs), and the
impact of the Higher Education Regulation Review Group and the associated importance
of risk management in institutional procedures.
In seeking to rationalize the Dearing report purpose for program specifications with the changes
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in context, and to highlight the continuing importance of that primary purpose, these Guidelines
set out how program specifications have developed in England, Wales and Northern Ireland
over the last six years and how they are used.
Since the initial development of program specifications, the Universities and Colleges Admissions
Service (UCAS) has developed program profiles; these provide prospective students with
information that is mostly although not always of a summary nature. Program specifications are
different; they are typically used for a wider range of purposes, as well as providing information
in greater detail.
Introduction
These Guidelines are intended to assist those preparing program specifications in England,
Wales and Northern Ireland. Separate but related developments are taking place in Scotland.
(QAA has also published additional guidance notes to support those writing program
specifications for Edexcel, HNC/D programs and for those in FE colleges that may be unfamiliar
with the purpose and process of writing such documents. See Annex 2.) They are not intended
to be prescriptive, and reflect the fact that program specifications are used effectively in many
different ways.
What are program specifications?
A program specification is a concise description of the intended learning outcomes of an HE
program, and the means by which the outcomes are achieved and demonstrated. In general,
modules or other units of study have stated outcomes, often set out in handbooks provided by
institutions to inform student choice. These intended learning outcomes relate directly to the
curriculum, study and assessment methods and criteria used to assess performance. Program
specifications can show how modules can be combined into whole qualifications. However, a
program specification is not simply an aggregation of module outcomes; it relates to the learning
and attributes developed by the program as a whole and which, in general, are typically in HE
more than the sum of the parts.
For the purposes of audit and review, program specifications are '…the definitive publicly
available information on the aims, intended learning outcomes and expected learner
achievements of programs of study, and audit teams will wish to explore their usefulness to
students and staff, and the accuracy of the information contained in them' (Handbook for
institutional audit: England and Northern Ireland, 2006).
Program specifications are currently presented in a number of ways. Open text narrative styles,
for example, give greater flexibility, while templates used at an institutional level can offer a
consistent 'house style' Program specifications provide essential information for QAA's review
activities, but these activities do not require specifications to be provided in a particular format.
When deciding on the format to be used, an institution or course team should consider how their
preferred approach will best enable the specifications to be fit for the purpose(s) agreed by the
institution.
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Program specifications have benefits that go beyond those of public information and
accountability. Their preparation can provide a stimulus to teaching teams to reflect on, clarify
and better integrate the aims and intended outcomes of their programs with their design and
delivery.
Program specifications in context
Program specifications are one of a number of ways in which HE providers are able to describe
the intended learning outcomes. Subject benchmark statements represent general expectations
about the standards of achievement and general attributes to be expected of a graduate in a
given subject area. The qualifications frameworks provide information about the level and
character of programs leading to particular named awards. Program specifications will reflect
these general points of reference, but as they state the outcomes that should result from
successful completion of an individual program, they are a source of more specific
information, particularly for prospective and current students.
Since the publication of the original guidelines in 2000, the following changes in context may
be of particular importance when developing and writing program specifications:
i. an increased focus on institutional-level management of the security of academic
standards and the quality of provision, informed by the consideration of external
reference points including program specifications themselves and how those specifications
make use of other external reference points;
ii. the implementation of TQI which has been designed as part of an initiative to make
information about the quality of HE in UK universities and colleges more readily available
and accessible to applicants to HE and their advisers;
iii. European initiatives such as the development of an overarching Qualifications
Framework for the European Higher Education Area (EHEA), the Standards and
Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the EHEA through the Bologna Process; and the
provision of a (European) Diploma Supplement to individual students.
How are program specifications currently used?
Some program specifications focus on the student audience and aim to help them to understand
the teaching and learning methods that enable their intended learning outcomes to be achieved;
the assessment methods that enable achievement to be demonstrated; and the relationship of the
program and its study elements to the qualifications framework and to any subsequent
professional qualification or career path.
In other cases, program specifications are used primarily as quality assurance documents,
particularly in design, approval and review processes. Bearing in mind the part that program
specifications play in audit and review processes (see above), it is important that they are fit for
the purpose that they fulfill in each individual institution.
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Program specifications may be used in the following ways:
i. as a source of information for students and prospective students seeking an
understanding of a program;
ii. by institutions and teaching teams, to promote discussion and reflection on new and
existing programs and to ensure that there is a common understanding about the aims
and intended learning outcomes for the program. Program specifications enable
institutions to satisfy themselves that the designers of programs are clear about their
intended outcomes, and that these outcomes can be achieved and demonstrated. Program
specifications serve as a reference point for internal review and monitoring of the
performance of a program. They can also provide the necessary core program
documentation;
iii. as a source of information for internal and external reviewers and external examiners,
who need to understand the aims and intended learning outcomes of programs;
iv. as a source of information for employers, particularly about the skills and other
transferable intellectual abilities developed by the program;
v. by professional, statutory and regulatory bodies (PSRBs), who accredit HE programs that
can lead to entry to a profession or other regulated occupation. Program specifications
should identify those aspects of the program that are designed to meet the requirements
of the relevant body
vi. as a basis for gaining feedback from students or recent graduates on the extent to which
they perceived that the opportunities for learning were successful in promoting the
intended outcomes.
In the interests of transparency and accuracy of information, all institutions will wish to make
program specifications available to students and to consider the benefits of writing them
specifically with the student audience in mind.
For which programs should specifications be written?
Given the primary purpose of program specifications in provision of information, it is good
practice for program specifications to be produced for taught programs at any level of the
framework for higher education qualifications in England, Wales and Northern Ireland
(FHEQ).
Program specifications should be produced for single, major subject, and interdisciplinary
programs.
The term 'program' is used in the sense of a defined curriculum route that leads to a named award.
There are many types of program, but the majority will fall into one of the following categories:
i. a single or major subject program

ii.
iii.

a joint program, combining two subjects, each with their own learning outcomes
an interdisciplinary program, drawing upon several subjects, but with an integrated set
of learning outcomes
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iv.

a multidisciplinary program, created by students choosing options or modules within the
design rules of a scheme.

Some institutions have produced program specifications for joint and collaborative programs.
In the case of joint programs, it may be sufficient to rely upon the program specifications for the
constituent subjects, supported by a short statement of the rationale for the combination, and an
indication of the ways in which the outcomes from each subject may reinforce each other. A
simple test of whether a specification is required for a two-subject joint program might be to ask
whether the audiences for which program specifications are intended are able to gain the
information they need without one; or to ask if internal processes within which the program
specification is used are compromised if a program specification is not produced.
Where there are well-defined pathways through a modular structure, that are followed by large
numbers of students it may be sensible to reflect these in program specifications. Program
specifications can also be constructed to embrace a number of closely related pathways that lead
to different named awards as these will be characterized by a similar set of intended learning
outcomes.
Interdisciplinary programs may be more difficult to characterize through program specifications
since it could be harder to state a complete set of outcomes as a whole where there are more
opportunities for choice within the curriculum. However, the range of choice can be indicated and
generic outcomes that are independent of particular bodies of knowledge can be stated. Personal
transcripts may be used to provide a retrospective statement of the choices made by a student,
the knowledge outcomes embodied in the content of the program, and the individual's
achievements. The process of developing a program specification should ultimately result in a
document that is comprehensible to the institution's intended audience(s), whether it is students,
academics and/or employers.
What information should be included in a program specification?
QAA does not prescribe any particular approach to or style of program specification; institutions
will wish to consider how they present their program specifications and determine their content
according to the purpose(s) for which they are written. It is, however, suggested that the
following information will normally be included in a program specification:
i. awarding body/institution
ii. teaching institution (if different)
iii. details of accreditation by a professional/statutory body
iv. name of the final award
v. program title
vi. UCAS code
vii. criteria for admission to the program
viii. aims of the program
ix. relevant subject benchmark statements and other external and internal reference points
used to inform program outcomes
x. program outcomes: knowledge and understanding; skills and other attributes
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xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
1.
2.
3.
4.

teaching, learning and assessment strategies to enable outcomes to be achieved and
demonstrated
program structures and requirements, levels, modules, credits and awards
mode of study
language of study
date at which the program specification was written or revised. In addition,
wish
to
include
information
on:
institutions might
what makes the program distinctive
assessment regulations
student support
methods for evaluating and improving the quality and standards of learning, including
consideration of stakeholder feedback from, for example, current students, graduates and
employers.

The content will need to reflect the type of program; for example, a program containing
work-based learning will include information about the location of the work-based learning
and the learning activities that will be undertaken to enable the outcomes to be achieved and
demonstrated.
Who should write program specifications?
Producing a program specification is an academic, rather than an administrative activity. It is
an opportunity for a program team to reflect on the aims and intended outcomes of their
programs. The questions posed in Annex 1 are an aid to that reflection. A program specification
can be a tangible output from the process of program design.
Summary and conclusion
In summary, a program specification may be used to explain the aims and intended learning
outcomes of a program, demonstrate which reference points have been used to inform the
design of the program and its aims and intended learning outcomes, and how the program team
engaged with the FHEQ, subject benchmark statements, and the Code of practice for the
assurance of academic quality and standards in higher education (Code of practice).
The development of a program specification by the program team may offer an opportunity
for an institution to link quality enhancement to quality assurance through deliberative
consideration of the curriculum. In such cases the program specification may provide evidence
of the deliberative process through which the program aims and intended learning outcomes
were determined, how the curriculum enables the intended learning outcomes to be achieved, and
how assessments test the student's achievement of the intended learning outcomes.
An institution will normally use its program specification to communicate information about the
programs its offers to students (prospective and current), as well as to staff, external examiners,
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employers and others.
Annex 1: Developing program specifications
This Annex suggests a number of questions, and associated explanations, that are intended to be
of use to staff who are involved in developing program specifications. The list of questions is
not definitive, nor comprehensive, but seeks to indicate areas that might normally be regarded
as relevant in discussions linked to the development of program specifications.
What do we want our students to achieve?
'What' may include subject knowledge and understanding, a range of intellectual, subject
based, and transferable skills, and their application in a range of contexts, and perhaps also
competency to practice, values and other qualities. Program outcome statements can be created
by completing sentences like:
i. This program is distinctive because it develops...
ii. The most important values which inform this program are...
iii. The academic content of this program concentrates on...
iv. The most important intellectual skills developed in the program are...
v. The most useful practical skills, techniques and capabilities developed
are...
vi. Competency will be developed in...
vii. The most important ways in which a student will learn are...
viii. On completing the program we want students to know and understand...
ix. On completing the program we want students to be able to...
What reference points can we use to show that what we want students to achieve has currency
within the academic, professional or employer communities?
Possible reference points might include:
i. institutional mission statements and any institutional policies on the development of
general skills in fields such as communication,
information technology, team working and career management
ii. subject benchmark statements
iii. current research or other advanced scholarship carried out by academic staff
iv. requirements of PSRBs
v. occupational standards in fields where these are relevant
vi. qualification
descriptors
used in the national
qualifications frameworks
Edexcel Program Guidance
vii. Foundation Degree frameworks
viii. relevant European or international reference points.
How should we use subject benchmark statements?
Subject benchmark statements provide a helpful starting point when designing a new program
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or reviewing an existing program. However, they are not the sole point of reference, particularly
for programs that do not coincide with the subject definitions used in preparing the subject
benchmark statements.
Institutions should not simply transpose outcomes from subject benchmark statements into their
program specifications. Subject benchmark statements are not intended to be draft specifications.
Rather, they should be used as a point of comparison, a stimulus to reflection, and a reference
against which individual program specifications may be justified.
How do we expect our students to achieve and demonstrate the intended outcomes?
Consider the teaching, study and assessment methods used to promote learning. Some methods
are more appropriate than others for developing particular types of learning outcome. For example:
i. knowledge and understanding of a subject is often developed through lectures and
seminars. Such direct teaching methods are usually supported by directed study of
textbooks and journal

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

articles (hard copy or electronic) and by assignment or project work. Knowledge and
understanding is often assessed through unseen written examinations, but most if not
all assessment methods will require some demonstration of knowledge and
understanding
intellectual skills such as analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and problem solving may be
practiced and demonstrated through more active learning processes involving assignments
or projects, group- learning activity such as a seminar or tutorial, laboratory, workshop,
or field-based activity. Assessment of intellectual skills can utilize unseen written
examinations or problem-based exercises. Independent project work or research
dissertations are typically used to demonstrate capability in a range of intellectual skills
linked to specialist knowledge, understanding and practical skills
practical skills need to be developed through opportunities to practice the activity in an
appropriate learning context (e.g. in laboratory, field, or workplace placement). Workbooks
or guidance manuals may also be used to support learning. Assessment of competence in
exercising a practical skill must involve practical demonstration of it
transferable/key skills, that are readily transferable to employment and other contexts,
such as communication, teamwork etc can be developed through naturally arising
opportunities within the curriculum. For example, written communication skills can be
developed and assessed through essays or dissertations; oral communication skills
through presentations in seminars; or team working skills through collaborative projects.
Skills may be developed also through extra-curricular activities including work
experience, student representative work, and social and cultural activities.

Where can further information be found?
Program specifications often represent a concise summary of the main features of a program,
and of the learning outcomes that a typical student might reasonably be expected to achieve if full
advantage is taken of the learning opportunities provided. The specification should contain a
statement of where more detailed information can be found. Institutions that offer 'layered'
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program specifications on their intranet or website provide links to module guides or course
handbooks, where the reader can access an increasing level of detail if required.
Annex 2: Working with program specifications: a leaflet for further education colleges
Program specifications were one of the recommendations of the Dearing report. Lord Dearing
recommended that clear descriptions of programs should be developed so that students could
compare offerings and make sensible choices.
This document has been written to help subject teams involved in HE in FE colleges who may
be unfamiliar with the purpose, content and benefits of program specifications. There is a
more detailed guidance document available on QAA's website.
What are program specifications?
A program specification is a concise description of the intended learning outcomes from an HE
program, and the means by which these outcomes are achieved and demonstrated. Program
specifications should make explicit:
i. the intended learning outcomes of the program
ii. the teaching and learning methods that enable learners to achieve these outcomes and
the assessment methods used to demonstrate their achievement
iii. the relationship of the program and its study elements to the FHEQ and, where appropriate,
subject benchmark statements.
A good program specification will improve student understanding of how and when learning
occurs, and of what is being learned, and thereby inform reflection upon personal learning,
performance and achievement, and subsequent planning for educational and career development.
Who is the intended audience?
The original intention of a program specification is that they should be documents that are
comprehensible to the lay reader, such as a prospective student or employer. In many cases
although they have been written to be used as validation documents the language and the content
can be quite complex. It is important to decide on the purpose(s) and the audience(s) of the
document, which will then determine the language and level of detail.
The end result of the process should be a document that meets the Dearing report's expectation
of a 'clear description that will facilitate informed student choice'.
How much detail should there be?
It should be a concise but informative document. The level of detail will be dependent on the
purpose of the document and the intended audience.
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What are the elements that should go into a program specification?
It is for the institution to decide the generic elements that it wants to include in all
specifications. The following information will normally be included:
i. awarding body/institution
ii. teaching institution (if different)
iii. details of accreditation by a professional body
iv. name of the final award
v. program title
vi. UCAS code
vii. aims of the program
viii. relevant subject benchmark statements and other external and internal reference points
used to inform program outcomes
ix. program outcomes: knowledge and understanding; skills and other attributes
x. teaching, learning and assessment strategies to enable outcomes to be achieved and
demonstrated
xi. program structures and requirements, levels, modules, credits and awards language of
study
xii. date at which the program specification was written or revised.
Can other elements be included?
A range of additional elements can be included, such as:
i. criteria for admission to the program
ii. information about assessment regulations
iii. indicators of quality
iv. particular support for learning
v. methods for evaluating and improving the quality and standards of learning
vi. work-based learning elements
vii. distinctive features of the program
viii. the role of the awarding/validating body.
Who should write the program specification?
Producing a program specification is an academic, rather than an administrative activity. It is
an opportunity for a course team to reflect on the aims and intended outcomes of their programs.
How is a program specification written?
There are two general approaches. One is that the units of study are identified and the
aims and outcomes are written from them. Another approach is where the aims and outcomes
of the overall program are identified first and then the units that allow achievement of these
aims and outcomes are selected/written.
Colleges may benefit from discussing approaches to writing program specifications with their
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validating/awarding body. It may be that colleges have to use the same template as is used in
the HE institution validating the program.
Program specifications can show how modules can be combined into whole qualifications.
However, the program specification is not simply an aggregation of module outcomes. It relates
to the learning and attributes developed by the program as a whole which, in general, should be
more than the sum of the parts.
It is recommended that the institution decides the range and detail of elements that will be
applied in the description of all of its HE provision
(e.g. the use of particular level descriptors, grading schemes, types of student
support etc). This will help to ensure consistency across all HE programs.
Why can't I just use the Edexcel specification?
There is no such thing as an Edexcel program specification. Edexcel lays down certain
requirements about some aspects of content and structure of a program. They provide
a portfolio of option units for the subject teams to select from, but it is up to the
subject team to put together a program that allows the necessary learning outcomes
to be achieved for the aims that they have identified.
How should program specifications be presented?
Program specifications may be presented in a number of ways. Open text narrative
styles give greater flexibility, while templates offer a college a consistent 'house
style'. There is no one particular format that is required by QAA.

Program
Specification
College
practices

FHEQ

Subject
benchmark
statements

PSRB
documents

National
Occupational
Standard

Edexcel
specifications

Are there any useful reference tools to contribute to curriculum input?
Determining the intended learning outcomes of a program is an important
institutional responsibility, and there are a number of sources of information that
subject teams should refer to when developing outcome statements, such as:
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What are the benefits of producing a program specification?
Program specifications provide clear and accessible information for students about the
content of a program of study. Preparing program specifications provides a stimulus
to teaching teams to think critically about their program. This requires careful and
systematic analysis of the curriculum, and its teaching, learning and assessment
methods. Used in this way, program specifications also help the teaching team have
ownership of the program. A program specification can be a tangible output from the
process of program design.
How can program specifications be used?
As a source of information for:
i. students and prospective students seeking an understanding of a program
ii. employers, particularly about the skills and other transferable intellectual
abilities developed by the program
iii. PSRBs who accredit HE programs that can lead to entry to a profession or other
regulated occupation
iv. institutions and teaching teams, to promote discussion and
reflection on new and existing programs
v. academic reviewers
and external
examiners
who need
to
understand the aims and intended outcomes of programs
vi. validation processes
vii. program self-evaluation processes.
Which programs should they be written for?
A program specification should be written for each HE program.
What are program 'aims' and how are they expressed?
The selection of the aims is informed by a number of things. These aims should reflect the
institution's purpose in offering this program of study, as well as the needs of the
local/regional environment in contributing to employer and skills gaps.
What are 'learning outcomes' and how are they written?
Learning outcomes are statements that identify what learners will have gained as a result
of their learning; they should be linked directly to the knowledge, understanding, skills,
capabilities and values that a student will have gained after completing a program, and
they should be set at an appropriate level by reference to the FHEQ.
Learning outcomes should be written for the program at a particular level. One way of doing
this is to consider what it is that the successful student is expected to know and
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understand, together with the skills that they should be able to demonstrate on successful
completion of the program. Learning outcomes are an expression of such considerations,
also identifying how they can be achieved and within the context of the aims of the college.
How is the level of an award established?
The subject team sets the level of the award by setting the learning outcomes at the
appropriate level for the program/qualification and selecting/writing units that enable
these outcomes to be achieved at the right level.
A useful reference tool is the FHEQ. It promotes a clear understanding of the achievements
and attributes represented by a particular qualification at each of the five levels, which
span from certificate to doctorate. The qualification descriptors set out the attributes
and abilities that can be expected of the holder of the qualification used as an example at
each of these levels.
How can subject benchmark statements be used?
Subject benchmark statements provide a helpful starting point when designing a new
program or reviewing an existing one. Although they are written for honors degree level
they can inform curriculum content for Higher Nationals and Foundation Degrees as well
as providing information on what will be needed if a student is to progress to honors- level
study. They set out the expectations about standards in a range of subject areas.
Components of subject benchmark statements should not simply be transposed into
program specifications.
The Foundation Degree qualification benchmark describes the distinctive features of this
award. It can make a significant contribution to the design and identification of appropriate
content of programs leading to the award.
Some programs have different pathways; how are these dealt with?
In cases where a named award has a number of pathways, it is useful to identify any
learning outcomes that are specific to each pathway, together with the relevant teaching
learning and assessment strategies.
What other activities can support the writing of the program specification?
The process of writing a program specification can also include or result in a number of
other activities such as:
i. mapping of the assessment strategy for each unit
ii. mapping of the teaching and learning strategy for each unit reference to the
requirements of other bodies (e.g. PSRB)
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reference
material (e.g. National

inclusion
of other relevant
Occupational Standards)
identification of H1 and H2 units in Edexcel programs, and their number, balance
and contributions to the curriculum.

iii.
iv.
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7.1 Policy Guidelines
7.1.1 These guidelines apply to all programs offered by BIBF.
7.1.2 These guidelines may be varied in case of programs which form part of a dual or
joint award delivered collaboratively with a partner institution.
7.1.3 These guidelines have been developed with reference to the QAA Code of
practice for the Assurance of Academic Quality and Standards in Higher Education,
Section 6: Assessment of Students.
7.1.4 These guidelines are implemented in line with the principles established
within BIBF assessment strategy (see Chapter 6 of this code – Assessment Strategy
and Principles).
7.1.5 If any person involved in the assessment process, e.g. invigilator, marker,
student, suspects that any form of malpractice may have occurred, that person should,
in the first instance, and as soon as possible, bring the matter to the attention of the
Customer Service Officer, CSO. Such matters are dealt with as described in BIBF Code
of Practice on Malpractice (Chapter 9).
7.1.6 All students will normally be provided with at least one opportunity to re-sit an
assessment component failed at the first attempt except in those cases where resubmission would be more appropriate, e.g. research project, work based learning.
7.1.7 All rules and regulations pertaining to the assessment of students on matters
such as conduct of examinations, deadlines for submission and malpractice are made
clear to students at the start of their studies and on BIBF website/by Head of
Centre/program coordinator/faculty member.
7.1.8 All those involved in the administration of assessment are provided with clear
information detailing their roles, responsibilities and powers, which are consistent with
the rules and regulations provided to students.
7.2 Design and Development of Assessment
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7.2.1 The assessment regime associated with a module is clearly detailed within the
module specification, which provides guidance regarding:
i. The number of, and relative weighting across, the separate
assessment components which contribute to the overall module
assessment;
ii. The type of assessment used within each assessment component
along with an indication of size, e.g. length of coursework
assignments, number of questions to be answered, duration of
examinations.
7.2.2 The assessment regime associated with a module is designed to use
appropriate assessment instruments that allow the measurement of the published
learning outcomes for that module.
7.2.3 The scheduling of the assessment associated with a program, both overall
and for each module, is designed and implemented to ensure an appropriate fit
with the associated learning and teaching requirements of the program/module.
7.2.4 The procedures established for the setting of assessments are designed to ensure
that the assessments presented to students are:
iii.
consistent with the set of learning outcomes associated with the
module;
iv.
in line with the reasonable expectations of students as generally
based upon published guidance and previous examples;
v.
appropriate in terms of the nature of the module and its level;
vi.
technically accurate and presented clearly in appropriate language,
both in terms of their content and the examiner’s requirements of
students;
vii.
consistent with published assessment criteria and/or grade
descriptors;
viii.
capable of completion within the timeframe allowed.
7.2.5 As appropriate, clear guidance is provided to students with, or in advance
of, any assessment on matters such as:
ix.
duration of, and regulations applying to, formal examinations;
x.
format, length, submission date and regulations applying to
coursework, including penalties for late submission;
xi.
requirements of the assessment task;
nature
of any supporting
materials
permitted
in
xii.
an examination;
xiii.
relevant assessment criteria and/or grade descriptors;
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xiv.

access to BIBF policies and procedures on:
 malpractice
 reasonable adjustments
 appeals and complaints.

7.2.6 All assessments are prepared in line with their associated marking
schemes/assessment criteria.
7.2.7 With the exception of on-demand objective tests, all assessments set by internal
examiners, together with their associated marking scheme/ assessment criteria, and
which contribute to a final award, are reviewed by the program coordinator or an
external examiner (could be a BIBF faculty external to the Centre).
7.2.8 All assessments are prepared in line with agreed procedures that must include
a formal process of approval by the Head of Centre to their publication and/or use.
7.3 Marking and Moderation of Assessment
7.3.1 Wherever possible, the marking, and subsequent moderation of marking
standards, of all assessments contributing to the final overall grade for a module are
carried out without those involved having any knowledge of any student’s personal
details, e.g. name, age, nationality, gender, employer (i.e. anonymously), or of any
reasonable adjustments approved in advance of the assessment.
7.3.2 If a request by a student for reasonable adjustments has been approved and
implemented effectively, normally no further consideration is applied during the
marking process.
7.3.3 All assessments are marked/moderated in line with agreed procedures that
include a formal process of approval by the Examination Board prior to the publication
of results.
7.3.4 Every submitted assessment that contributes towards a final award must
either be double marked by an internal marker or subject to a process of internal
moderation based upon a second marking by a senior examiner of a defined,
representative sample of submitted work chosen from across the mark range.
7.3.5 All marking/moderation processes are numerically based, unless specifically
identified to be simply Pass/Fail as appropriate, for example, in terms of work based
learning assessment.
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7.3.6 Any adjustment to the marking of an internal examiner as a result of double
marking or moderation is to be agreed and signed off by the Head of Centre.
7.3.7 Where the initial marking has not been carried out in line with the approved
marking scheme/assessment criteria, and/or is inconsistent in terms of the standards
applied to the course/s, then all the affected work is to be remarked by another marker.
7.3.8 The performance of individual markers and marking teams is monitored by
Head of Centre/program coordinator and linked to any emerging trends in terms
of mark distributions (by component and overall), relative contribution to overall award,
etc.
7.3.9 An archive of assessment tasks and student work is maintained for each
assessment component across all modules so as to allow for monitoring of standards
both between modules and over time. All assessed work is retained for a period of
5 years following the study period concerned.
7.3.10 All marking/moderation processes are anonymized wherever it is appropriate
to do so in order to ensure fairness of marking/moderation. However, anonymized
marking/moderation may be inappropriate in some cases, for example work based
learning.
7.4 Award of Credits
7.4.1 The credits associated with a module are clearly stated in the module
specification as well as in the relevant program specification(s).
7.4.2 The credits associated with a module are normally gained on passing that
module; they cannot be subdivided and allocated to individual assessment
components within the module.
7.4.3 The pass mark for a module is defined within the relevant module
specification. Within a module, different pass thresholds may apply to particular
assessment components.
7.4.4 Achievement of the pass mark may occur as a result of aggregation of either the
first attempt at each assessment component, or any subsequent attempt allowed by
the regulations pertaining to the program.
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7.5 Progression and Award
7.5.1 For an award that spans more than one level as defined within the QAA
Framework for Higher Education Qualifications (FHEQ), a student will normally
need to achieve all the requirements in terms of modules at any given level, and
thus be awarded any associated credits, before being allowed to progress to the next
level.
7.5.2 Requirements in terms of modules and/or credits at each level are explicitly
documented in the program specification and made up of:
xv.
achievement of all compulsory modules at that level;
xvi.
achievement of sufficient optional units to meet the overall credit
requirements for that level.
7.5.3 Any penalties associated with failure, either for a particular assessment
component or for a complete module, are made clear to students at the start of their
program together with the requirements and regulations associated with any
opportunities available in terms of re-sits and/or re-submission.
7.6 Pass degrees: Where students have followed a program but have suffered a marginal
fail overall, or have gained the overall pass mark but failed to meet certain program
specific criteria, their overall performance will be reviewed by the Examination
Board according to the type and classification of any final award.
7.7 Extenuating Circumstances
7.7.1 BIBF recognizes that students might not be able to demonstrate their true level
of ability during their assessment examination as a result of circumstances beyond their
control (extenuating circumstances).
7.7.2 Claims for cases of disadvantage that occur immediately before or during an
assessment, such as
xvii.
Circumstances which, while affecting the student’s ability to perform
to the best of his/her ability are nonetheless beyond the control of
BIBF, e.g. accident, sudden illness on the day of the examination,
family bereavement, external events with severe unforeseen impacts;
and
xviii.
Circumstances arising from aspects of the assessment process that
are under the control of BIBF, e.g. disruption within the assessment
venue, incorrect information supplied to the student, technical
difficulties with e-testing technology, will be considered.
7.7.3 Students are made explicitly aware, at the start of their program of study,
both of the existence of a range of extenuating circumstances provision and where
they can access detailed guidance regarding BIBF policy and procedures for either type
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of extenuating circumstance. (Please see COP chapter 3 Learning and Teaching for
details)
7.7.4
Extenuating circumstances cases are not normally taken into consideration
during the marking process.
7.7.5 Reasonable Adjustments
7.7.5.1 Requests for Reasonable Adjustments must normally be supported by
independent evidence of need and be submitted in sufficient time to allow the
appropriate arrangements to be put in place. (Please see COP chapter 3 Learning and
Teaching for details)
7.7.5.2 When approving a request for Reasonable Adjustments, Centre
Head/Program Coordinator will implement a reasonable solution that is best suited to
the student's individual needs, while maintaining academic standards.
7.7.5.3 In cases where Reasonable Adjustments are implemented effectively in
response to a specific student request, no further compensation for the identified
disadvantage is considered.
7.7.5.4
Fraudulent reasonable adjustment claims are considered as malpractice, and
BIBF reserves the right to withdraw any award made as a result of assessments
undertaken in such circumstances. (Please see COP chapter 9 on Malpractice Issues)
7.7.6 Examination Board
7.7.6.1
At the end of each examination session, Examination Board consisting of
at least three senior members of BIBF and a QA representative meets to consider the
assessment of modules associated with the session prior to the release of results to
students and taking into account feedback from a range of sources (as noted below).
7.7.6.2 On the basis of
i. analysis of detailed student performance data;
ii. faculty feedback on assessments;
iii. Examiner feedback;
iv. External Examiner feedback (if any)
the Examination Board confirms the marks to be awarded for all modules on each
program.
7.7.6.3 The Examination Board also considers extenuating circumstances claims
associated with the session and may:
7.7.6.3.1 Approve additional attempts for the module and/or a program time
extension for the student;
7.7.6.3.2 Make a recommendation to the relevant Head of Centre/Program
Coordinator to alter the marks of a student or to award a module pass;
7.7.6.3.3 Flag the case for further consideration to Head of Centre/Program
Coordinator when considering the student’s progression or degree and diploma
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classification.
7.7.6.4 All discussions at the Examination Board are confidential and are not disclosed to
students without the approval of the Chair of the Board. Minutes are kept of all meetings
of the Examination Board.
7.7.7 Monitoring and Review
7.7.7.1 The procedures and guidelines contained within this Code of Practice are
subject to regular monitoring within BIBF and subsequent review by the Board
for Professional and Academic Qualifications, BPAQ.
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Student Representation Policy
8.1 Introduction
8.1.1 BIBF delivers a range of qualifications at an advanced level and aims to involve
its students in the formative development of the learning and teaching/training
strategy and overall learning experience.
8.1.2 BIBF distinguishes between the representations of students' views on a range of
educational/training issues affecting their programs of study, and participant/student
feedback on the learning and teaching/training support aspects of their experience.
8.1.3 BIBF encourages systematic feedback from its students through: student
questionnaires and attendance of student representatives at its committees for Quality
Assurance.
8.1.4 Where BIBF delivers a qualification in partnership with a partner organization,
it is committed to review jointly held policies for student representation to ensure
consistency of approach.
8.2 Student Representation: General Principles
8.2.1 As a general principle, BIBF ensures that there are sufficient opportunities for
all the students to engage in a constructive dialogue with the appropriate BIBF staff
managing the programs.
8.3 Student Feedback: General Principles
8.3.1 Such opportunities are presented by, but not restricted to student evaluations
about the learning and teaching experience, and attendance at committees for assuring
Quality Assurance.
8.3.2 Student evaluations are circulated towards the end of a session of study/
training.
8.3.4 Program Review Committee - (PRC) is the key committee in terms of the
consideration of student feedback.
8.4 Key Academic Committees
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8.4.1 The academic committees which include student representatives are:

•
•

IAG- Institute Advisory Group

BPAQ- Board for Academic and Professional Qualifications
8.4.2 The appointment of student representatives to these committees enables student
views on the delivery of BIBF programs to be represented at module, program and
strategic level.
8.4.3 The BPAQ is concerned with program development, learning and teaching and
assessment strategies and the validation of collaborative partners.
The IAG works as an advisory committee to the director.
8.4.4 The minutes of the meetings are circulated and uploaded on the intranet.
Appendix 1: BIBF Organizational Structure Relevant related
documents
PRC- Program Review Committee (Terms of Reference, Membership)
BPAQ-Board for Professional and Academic Qualifications (Terms of Reference,
Membership)
IAG- Institute Advisory Group (Terms of Reference, Membership)
Appendix I
BIBF 2008 Organizational Structure

Deputy Director

HR

Executive Assistant

Islamic

Director Office

& IT

Academic
Executive

Leadership &
Management
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Institute Advisory Group (IAG)
Terms of Reference

IAG will meet quarterly and will provide executive oversight and support for the
committees within the formal professional/academic governance structure in relation to
the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Training/Education Strategy
New Opportunities
New programs and modules
Collaborative provision
Quality enhancement and promulgation of best practices
Any other

This will be a stand alone committee and not directly involved in any decision making
but advisory in nature as the name suggests. These meetings will provide feedback for
BPAQ Meetings. Although the committee has no formal standing within the
organizational structure of BIBF, the grouping represents a key link in the governance
chain offering guidance to the Director. The meetings provide the opportunity for
critical reflection of BIBF’s training provision, including in the context of internal and
external reviews and also serve to support the organization’s commitment to quality
enhancement and the promulgation of best practice.
All members in this Group are appointed by the Director.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Director
Board Member of CFA Society for two years
Professor from University of Bahrain for two years
Senior Representative from Insurance Industry for two years
Senior Representative from Islamic Bank for two years
Senior Representative from Audit Firm for two years
Senior Representative from CBB for two years
Senior Representative from HR for two years
Senior Representative from Marketing for two years
Former student of BIBF in a key position in Bahrain for two years
Senior Representative from EDB/LF for two years

Government Representative e.g. Ministry of Education
BIBF Senior faculty/staff may be co-opted to attend meetings where agenda topics
demand.
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Name
Paul Warman

Position
Principal & ME Learning
Director

Organization
Deloitte & Touche

Dr. Sunando Roy

Risk Director

KPMG Fakhro

Ashraf Bseisu
Elizabeth Warren
Amin Al-Arrayed

Chairman
Head, Human Resournces
GM

Abayomi A. Alawode

Advisor, Financial Stability

Bahrain Insurance Association
Investcorp Bank
First Bahrain Real Estate
Investment Company
CBB

Dr. Ahmed Abdul Ghani

Vice President

Labour Fund
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Programme Review Committees (PRC)
Terms of Reference
The PRCs are responsible for the approval and review of matters connected with BIBF
programs and its deliberations will embrace matters relating to both quality assurance
and standards. It reports to BPAQ, which delegates to it authority over certain matters as
indicated below:
The Committee will meet quarterly or as required and is responsible for:

1. Making recommendations to BPAQ regarding any significant changes required

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

to BIBF QA policies, regulations and the Code of Practice and implementing
such changes as required in the areas of Public, Professional, Special, External
and Academic Programs of BIBF
Reviewing and monitoring learning, teaching and assessment strategies
underpinning BIBF awards (or jointly with international organizations), and
recommending changes, as appropriate, to BPAQ
Approving new awards, programs and modules and any other changes
proposed in respect of Public, Professional, External, Special and Academic
programs according to the powers delegated to it by BPAQ
Implementing any requirements relating to partnership arrangements, including
but not restricted to ensuring that any discrepancies between different quality
assurance regimes have been addressed
Approving the appointment of external examiners in respect of public,
professional, external, special and academic programs (where appropriate),
receiving and considering their reports
Implementing and monitoring any requirements arising from changing
regulations and policies as directed by BPAQ
Remaining abreast of BIBF QA policies, benchmarking BIBF public,
professional, special, external and academic program provision, and its
supporting policies and procedures, against best practice, and making
recommendations to BPAQ, where such benchmarking etc may require changes
to policies etc.
Approving validation committee members for program design and approval
process

Composition: Senior members from each Centre in BIBF as appointed by the Centre Head
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CODE OF PRACTICE
Chapter 9 – Malpractice, Appeals and Student Complaints
Source: Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) Code of practice for the assurance of
academic quality and standards in higher education
9.1 Definitions: “Complaint” is the expression of a specific concern about the provision
of a course/module, or a program of study, or a related academic service. It defines an
'appeal' as a request for a review of a decision on student progression, assessment and
awards.
9.1.1 Complaints and appeals may be made by individuals or, in appropriate
circumstances, collectively.
9.1.2 Complaints may be dealt with effectively through informal, as well as formal
means, as may appeals, in their earlier stages.
9.1.3 For complaints and appeals to be resolved well, all individuals and/or groups
involved - staff and students - need to act reasonably and fairly towards each other,
and to treat the processes themselves with respect and not abuse them.
9.1.4 Complaints and appeals may initially be expressed informally. Moreover,
there may be times when what is expressed by the person or persons presenting it
as a complaint contains within it an appeal and vice versa. Customer Service Officer
/Centres will then reclassify complaints and appeals (at whatever stage they may have
reached) in consultation with the person complaining or appealing.
9.1.5 Complaints and appeals and their outcomes can have significant consequences
for the individuals or groups lodging them and for BIBF and the individuals associated
in the complaint. BIBF will ensure that the interests and well-being of all faculty, staff
and students associated with a complaint or an appeal are properly safeguarded. At
the same time BIBF will recognize that there is a need for sound evidence and procedural
fairness.
9.1.6 In both complaints and appeals, however, BIBF aims to ensure that all the parties
have the benefit of access to fair procedures so that the complaint or appeal can be
considered fairly. BIBF will try to resolve complaints and appeals informally, at an early
stage before formal procedures are initiated or completed. Accordingly, BIBF staff will
be briefed on.
9.1.6.1 Staff will keep notes of any discussions and their outcomes
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9.1.6.2 Staff will know the limits of their authority to speak on behalf of the
institution
9.2 Where no informal resolution can be achieved at the outset, it is important that
students who wish to pursue a formal complaint or appeal are encouraged to do so in a
timely fashion and are referred to BIBF’s formal procedures.
9.3 BIBF will effectively handle complaints or appeals by responding in a timely
manner and bring matters to a conclusion as speedily as possible within a period
of two weeks of receiving the complaint. Procedures and correspondences will include
indicative timescales for responses. At the same time timescales will have sufficient
flexibility that they are able to take account of individual circumstances where necessary.
BIBF will set out clearly the responsibilities of person or persons complaining to respect
the procedures and to respond to letters and requests for meetings and information
in a timely manner.
9.4 BIBF’s appeals and complaints procedures will be approved and overseen by
Board for Professional and Academic Qualification (BPAQ) – the guardian of the quality
and integrity of BIBF’s programs.
9.5 5 Who has access to BIBF’s complaints and appeals procedures?
• individuals accepted to study for BIBF or joint awards
• current students, including those studying for BIBF’s award or qualification
• recent graduates (graduated within two months)
• students
studying
with a partner
institution
in collaborative
arrangements
9.6 It is important to maintain confidentiality when receiving or handling a complaint
or an appeal, unless disclosure is necessary to enable the complaint or appeal to be
progressed. Where this is the case, person(s) complaining or appealing will be notified
before any disclosure is made and to check that they wish to proceed before doing so.
9.7 BIBF complaints and appeals procedures (and any associated guidance) are
available publicly to ensure that those who need to know about the procedures
have ready access to them. This will be stated in the Code of Practice intranet and
will be available publicly. All students commencing studies with BIBF will be made
aware of such information. Other occasions, when BIBF's complaints and appeals
procedures are routinely provided, include the time when students are notified of
the results of their assessments and when announcing their overall results.
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9.8 Monitoring of the process
9.8.1
Monitoring BIBF’s complaints and appeals procedures and maintaining
records of such monitoring over time will ensure if the process is working. As part of
the process of ensuring that its procedures are working satisfactorily for all their
students, Complaints, Malpractice, Appeals Review Group (CMARG) reports to BPAQ
on, for example:
• the number of complaints made by public, professional, academic, external
and special offerings respectively, and by students on full- time and part-time
modes of study
• the gender and nationalities of those making complaints and appeals
• the number of complaints and appeals made students from Bahrain and
outside Bahrain
• the number of complaints and appeals from students sponsored by
organization and self sponsored students
9.8.2 BIBF might expect that having the capacity to identify for itself whether a
particular category of students is making a higher number of complaints or appeals
than anticipated from their numbers will provide the information needed to decide
whether, and how BIBF will respond to such circumstances and, incidentally, to
safeguard its reputation. The identification of consistent themes among complaints
and appeals - or a disproportionate number of complaints and appeals from one Centre
or department of BIBF - might, for example, point to positive improvements which
could be made to the student experience.
9.8.3 BIBF may find monitoring and evaluating the number and character of formal
complaints and appeals relatively straightforward. Extending such monitoring and
evaluation to complaints and appeals dealt with through informal means and by
mediation will be more difficult but may be worthwhile, not least to enable BIBF to
be confident that the existence of such informal procedures is properly acknowledged
and to provide an estimate of their effectiveness. Extending monitoring and evaluation
in this way should also enable BIBF to be confident that the informal resolution of
complaints and appeals is not masking areas of work about which students are
dissatisfied.
9.8.4 Semi-annual summary reports on the evaluation and outcomes of appeals and
complaints processes, both formal and informal, will be considered by BPAQ via
submission by CMARG and will be used to inform subsequent practice and institutional
responses. By this means, complaints and appeals can make a positive contribution to
BIBF's quality assurance and enhancement frameworks.
9.8.5

BIBF is increasingly aware that complaints and appeals can be stressful for
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faculty and staff, particularly those who may be the subject of a complaint and for those
implementing the procedures, as well as for students. In addition to considering what
support and advice they may need to provide for those making a complaint or an
appeal, BIBF will consider how to safeguard interests of faculty and staff, including
those handling complaints and appeals.
9.9 9 General principles of complaints handling at BIBF
9.9.1 BIBF will have fair, effective and timely procedures for handling students'
complaints and academic appeals, within two weeks of receiving formal and informal
complaints.
9.9.2 BIBF's complaints and appeals procedures are approved and overseen at the
highest level that is by BPAQ in their semi-annual meetings.
9.9.3 BIBF will ensure that those studying at all levels have the opportunity to raise
matters of concern without risk of disadvantage.
9.10 Information
9.10.1 BIBF has made publicly available easily comprehensible information on its
complaints and appeals procedures in the BIBF intranet through this document.
9.11 Internal procedures: design and conduct
9.11.1 Clear designs of BIBF’s complaints and appeals procedures will enable them to
be conducted in a timely, fair and reasonable manner within a period of two weeks of
receipt of the complaint. The flowchart will be available on the intranet for everyone’s
knowledge.
9.11.2 BIBF will ensure that appropriate action is taken following a complaint or an
appeal by CMARG (Complaints, Malpractice, Appeals, Review Group) or the Director
as the case may be.
9.12 Access to support and advice
9.12.1 BIBF will make sure that appropriate guidance and support are available for
persons making a complaint or an appeal, including those taking advantage of learning
opportunities provided away from institutions
e.g. special offerings.
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9.12.2 BIBF will make provision in its procedures for those making a complaint or an
appeal to be accompanied at any stage, including formal hearings at the Director’s
approval.
9.13 Monitoring, review and enhancement of complaints procedures
9.13.1 BIBF will have effective arrangements to monitor, evaluate and improve the
effectiveness of its complaints and appeals procedures and will reflect on its outcomes
for enhancement purposes. All cases—formal or informal complaints and appeals will be
reported to CMARG and this will then be reported to BPAQ for these purposes.
9.13.2 BIBF will ensure that suitable briefing and support is provided for all staff and
students involved in handling or supporting complaints and appeals.
9.14 Categorization of Possible Cases of Malpractice
9.14.1 Policy Guidelines
These guidelines apply to all taught programs offered by the BIBF
These guidelines may be varied in the case of programs which form part of a dual or joint
award delivered collaboratively with a partner institution.
For dual/joint awards, involvement of the partner organization may be sought at any
point during investigation of an alleged case of malpractice.
9.14.1.1 Malpractice is defined as: “any act where a student engages in unfair
practices to gain an advantage over other students; or to allow other students to gain
an advantage on BIBF programs; or to cause direct or indirect disruption to the studies
and/or assessment of other students following BIBF programs.”
9.14.1.2 Instances of malpractice may occur in the following ways:
as a result of fraudulent claims for entry and/or credit;
as a result
of fraudulent
claims
for extenuating
circumstances
• Within a formal supervised examination
• through plagiarism
• through collusion
• through fraudulent production or falsification of data
• through students attempting to make direct contact with any
examiner
9.14.1.3
Examples drawn from assessment activities where malpractice may
occur include assessment / assignment / collaborative projects.
9.14.1.4
BIBF ensures that students have access to its rules and regulations
regarding malpractice, and that they are provided with appropriate guidance
to enable them to avoid committing malpractice from the respective faculty
and/or Program Coordinator and /or Head of Centre.
9.14.1.5
It is the students’ responsibility to ensure that they understand the
rules regarding malpractice and seek advice and guidance as needed from

•
•
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respective faculty and/or Program Coordinator and/or He ad of Centre to
ensure that they avoid committing malpractice.
9.14.2 Malpractice within a Formal Supervised Examination
9.14.2.1 Malpractice within a formal supervised examination can take a number
of forms including, but not limited to, the following examples:
9.14.2.2
copying from the work of another student or communication with
another student
9.14.2.3
introduction into the examination of any books, notes, electronically
stored information or other unauthorized material or equipment other than that
permitted by the appropriate regulations
9.14.2.4
unauthorized removal of examination materials from the examination
venue
9.14.2.5
impersonating a fellow student or arranging/allowing impersonation
of staff
9.14.3 Malpractice as Plagiarism
9.14.3.1 Plagiarism is defined as:
“The passing off of work (either completely or in part and whether intentionally or
unintentionally) of another person as one’s own.”
9.14.3.2 The reproduction of another’s work can take many forms including,
but not limited to, the following:
• written work (formal or informal)
• thoughts (e.g. notes, correspondence)
• conversations (e.g. radio programs, phone discussions)
• electronic communications (e.g. e-mails, web pages, faxes)
• graphics (e.g. diagrams, tables, exhibits, models)
• purchase or acquisition of work from internet sites which is then
submitted as a student’s own
9.14.4 Malpractice as Collusion
9.14.4.1
Collusion is a type of plagiarism, whereby students co- operate
with each other inappropriately in an attempt to gain an unfair advantage, i.e.
inappropriate co-operation between students on the work submitted for
assessment in cases where this is required to be a student’s own work.
9.15 Guidelines for Reporting and Dealing with Suspected Malpractice in a Formal
Supervised Examination
9.15.1

When a student is suspected of malpractice in a formal, supervised
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examination, the invigilator shall inform BIBF by means of a formal, written report
submitted to the Customer Service Officer. CSO keeps a record of the malpractice,
appeals, and complaints by the student/faculty/staff name, nature of the issue and
resolves the case with Centre Head and or raises it to CMARG.
9.15.2 Suspected cases of malpractice within an examination will be referred to the CSO
in the first instance, who will decide if there is a case to answer.
9.15.3 If it is decided that there is a case to answer, the CSO in discussion with
respective Centres, will contact the student outlining the issue and asking for a written
response by a given date.
9.15.4 Report from the CSO and/Centre along with the written response from the
student are then considered by the CMARG, which takes into account all the evidence
before making a judgment on the case. In case of need for a hearing, student, Centre
representative and a friend/witness of the student can be co-opted.
9.15.5 If the judgment of the case is that malpractice has occurred, then a range of
measures may be taken by the CMARG which include, but are not limited to, the
following:
9.15.5.1 Awarding a mark of zero in the assessment component in which
malpractice has been deemed to have occurred
9.15.5.2
Awarding
a minimum
pass mark for the assessment
component in which malpractice has been deemed to have occurred
9.15.5.3
Awarding
a
mark
of
zero
for
all
the
examinations/assessments for the examination period concerned.
9.15.5.4 Requiring the student to re-submit or re-sit the examination
component
9.15.5.5 Recommending to the Director of BIBF, the exclusion of the student
from the program of study for a certain period of time
9.15.5.6 Recommending to the Director /BPAQ the withdrawal of any relevant
award(s) made to the student
9.16 Guidelines for Reporting and Dealing with Suspected Malpractice
– Plagiarism
9.16.1 evidence of suspected plagiarism may arise from a variety of sources,
e.g. examiner, faculty
9.16.2 The identifier of the potential plagiarism should submit a formal report
outlining his/her concerns to the CSO who will then take necessary actions
9.16.3 Suspected cases of plagiarism will be referred to the CSO in the first instance,
who will decide if there is a case to answer
9.16.4 Where plagiarism is suspected, the work may be submitted to plagiarism
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detection technology, when available in BIBF, to aid any investigation
9.16.5 Any cases of plagiarism to answer are subject to the same process as malpractice
in a formal, supervised examination
9.16.6 Any cases of proven plagiarism are subject to the same range of penalties
as laid out above
9.16.7 Detailed procedures relating to malpractice are contained within the appropriate
program regulations
9.17 Guidelines for Reporting and Dealing with Suspected Malpractice
– Collusion
9.17.1 Evidence of suspected collusion may arise from a variety of sources,
e.g. examiner, faculty or from plagiarism detection software, when available.
9.17.2 The identifier of the potential collusion should submit a formal report outlining
his/her concerns to the CSO who will then take necessary actions.
9.17.3 Suspected cases of collusion will be referred to the CSO in the first instance,
who will decide if there is a case to answer.
9.17.4 Any cases of collusion to answer are subject to the same process as malpractice
in a formal, supervised examination, but will involve all students suspected of
involvement in the collusion.
9.17.5 Any cases of proven collusion are subject to the same range of penalties as
laid out above.
9.17.6 Detailed procedures relating to malpractice are contained within the
appropriate program regulations.
9.18 Appeals
9.18.1Appeals against malpractice decisions will be considered under the same process.
9.19 Monitoring
9.19.1 The outcomes of malpractice cases are monitored and reviewed by the BPAQ
via CMARG reports to ensure that procedures are fair and effective.
Note: Complaints, Malpractice and Appeals Review Group (CMARG) will operate on the
basis of Terms and Reference (http://www.bibf.com.bh/intranet/v3/bibffiles/qualityassurance/pdf/CMARG_Terms_of_Reference_Jan08_09.pdf) as identified.
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Customer Service
Complaints Handling, Malpractice, Appeals Process
flow

Client/Student/BIBF Staff and faculty raise
complaint, appeals and malpractice issues with
In case of appeals and
malpractice, Centres
will collectreport
evidence
to
and pass
ARG

CSO logs in the complaint, appeals and malpractice and
responds to the client/student. Investigation may
involve liaison with other Centres/departments as

Centre’s responsibility
Major Complaints & Appeals and
Malpractice

Minor Complaints

This action will be implemented within two weeks of complaint date
Complaints, Malpractice, Appeals Review
Group (CMARG) considers case in line
ith T
fR f

Client/student is advised of outcome

CSO takes decision, with a quarterly
report to CMARG

Client/student challenges decision
with/without evidence

Client/student challenges CMARG

CMARG takes decision and informs

decision with or without new evidence

customer

Case moves to the Director for further
consideration and action

Definitions in COP:
Major, Minor complaint,
Malpractice, Appeals

Client/student advised of final decision by
the Director or committee appointed by him,
CMARG i f
d
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Faculty/Staff Development Policy

10.1 Activities or projects that will be considered under Faculty/Staff
Development and will be considered for Faculty/Staff Development Fund
include the following:
10.1.1 Preparation of papers for publication or presentation at local or
international conferences
10.1.2 Development of new training methods
10.1.3 Accreditation of courses
10.1.4 Development of courses that provide credits/exemptions with other
institutions/universities
10.1.5
Attending, delivering or invited participation in conferences,
workshops and professional association meetings
10.1.6 Travel related to professional development
10.2 All full-time Faculty/Staff at the BIBF are eligible to apply for
Faculty/Staff Development Programs and apply for Faculty/Staff Development
Funds with the approval of the Centre Head. Part-time Faculty/Staff are eligible
to apply also with the Centre Head’s approval.
10.3 Funding of Faculty/Staff Development
BIBF allocates Faculty/Staff Development Budget every year. The major
criterion for judging an application is the contribution that the project or
activity makes to the intellectual and professional development of the
Faculty/Staff member and value it brings to BIBF training programs. However,
given that there may be more worthy applicants that can be funded during a
given period, preference will be given to proposals which:
10.3.1 Show promise of direct contribution to improvement of training
programs
10.3.2 Have specific outcomes which can be evaluated (e.g. manuscripts,
exhibitions,
performances,
program/course
design/development,
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accreditation)
10.3.3 Are consistent with the applicants’ stated long-range professional
goals
10.3.4 Are submitted in a timely manner, allowing careful review by
Faculty/Staff Development Committee/Quality Assurance
10.3.5 The history of previous funds and other BIBF support received by a
Faculty/Staff member will be weighed at the time of any new fund request.
Evidence of earlier successful outcomes of projects enhances prospects of
funding. The number and cost of previously supported activities will also be
considered, especially when competition is high or funds are low.
10.3.6 Upon the request of the Faculty/Staff Development Committee or the
Director, recipients of grants are to file a report of accomplishments. Reports
should be turned in to the Director within a month of the conclusion date of
the project. Recipients of the fund may also be asked to present the results of
their activities in all Faculty/Staff meeting or through some other forum of
BIBF activities.
10.3.7 In some cases, a Faculty/Staff member’s project may be supported
jointly by an International Fund or other external funding sources.
10.4 Additional Considerations for Funds
Assistance from BIBF to Faculty/Staff members traveling to attend meetings is
not automatic. In most circumstances, there would not be enough money to
fund all requests if everyone eligible were to apply. Therefore, the following
additional considerations apply to grant applications involving travel to
insure an equitable distribution of available funds:
10.4.1 Eligible individuals can usually expect support for attending at least
one conference each calendar year. The amount of support is limited,
however, by available budget and projected Faculty/Staff Development needs.
Dinar/dollar- amount limits for travel related awards are established annually
by the Faculty/Staff Development Committee in consultation with the Director.
10.4.2
Faculty/Staff members presenting papers at major conferences,
professional meetings may have up to full expenses covered for those
occasions, above the normal limit set by the Committee.
10.4.3 The following restrictions on travel and accommodation expenses
apply:
a) Per diem limits of reimbursement for meals,
accommodations or other expenses may be established by
the Faculty/Staff Development Committee or the Director.
b) Maximum reimbursement for transportation will be based
upon the most economically practical mode.
10.4.4 When travel is planned during a calendar year, evidence of planning
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for the coverage of classes and other BIBF responsibilities should be included
as part of the funding application. When travel involves missing two or
more training days, endorsement by the Centre Head may be required.
10.4.5 Applicants for travel funds should plan in advance for the most
economical transportation and accommodation. For example, advance
purchase, discount or other special airfares should be actively sought. In
general, applicants are urged to minimize travel costs so as to make possible
support for the maximum number of Faculty/Staff Development activities.
10.4.6
Additionally, location of the conference will be taken into
consideration. It will not always be possible to support travel to distant
places.
10.5 Instructional Development Fund
10.5.1 The purpose of this fund is to promote improvement in pedagogy,
specific courses, curricula, program development etc. All Faculty/Staff
Development programs are intended ultimately to improve training and benefit
participants. This fund focuses on those activities of Faculty/Staff having
immediate impact on classroom training and other training based
experiences of the participants. For this reason, one of the primary
considerations for awarding instructional development funds is the degree to
which the training benefits to students can be specified.
10.5.2 A distinction should be made between instructional development and
instructional support. The former refers to relatively permanent changes, e.g.
enhancement of Faculty/Staff member’s pedagogy or new and revised
courses/programs etc. The latter includes funds for outside speakers to share
their knowledge and experience in class or installation of new software,
purchase of new videos, DVDs etc. Continued funding will be necessary for
outside speakers and for some software and continued funding will be
necessary for other participants to benefit subsequently. Unlike instructional
development funds, instructional support funds should be continuously
available on an ongoing basis. Hence, another consideration for awarding
instructional development grants is the degree to which potential benefits to
students are relatively permanent.
10.5.3 Applications for Instructional Development funds will be considered
by the Faculty/Staff Development Committee. Guidelines for procedures of the
administration of the fund program will be the responsibility of the Quality
Assurance. QA will be responsible for
10.5.3.1 Development of application procedures and deadlines
10.5.3.2
Definition of additional criteria and considerations in
reviewing applications.
10.5.3.3
Annual review of funding guidelines and limitations, in
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consultation with the Director. This may result in suspension or
curtailment of funds for this purpose for a period of time as budgetary
or other circumstances demand.
10.5.3.4 Communication to Centre Heads/Managers and Faculty/Staff
on all of the above
10.6 Swap/Exchange Program
10.6.1 Following six years of full time service to BIBF, a Faculty/Staff
member is eligible to apply for 6 months’ leave on the following terms.
10.6.2 This kind of leave represents BIBF’s long term investment in the
development of its continuing Faculty/Staff. As such, criteria for the awarding
of leave for exchange/swap program balances BIBF’s institutional needs and
goals with the Faculty/Staff member involved.
10.6.3 Faculty/Staff member is able to swap his financial package with his
counterparty in the exchange program
10.6.4 Among the specific considerations for granting of Exchange Program
are the following:
10.6.4.1 Quality Of the proposed project
10.6.4.2 Schedule of previous leaves
10.6.4.3 Evidence of productivity of previous leaves
10.6.4.4
Likelihood of long-range contribution of the leave to the
enrichment of
BIBF programs
10.7 A policy guideline on the above will be prepared with deadlines etc by
Quality Assurance.
10.8 Formative appraisal of individual practice
10.8.1 Formative appraisal of individual practice refers to the process
whereby an individual Faculty/Staff member seeks feedback on his/her work
performance with the objectives of affirming good practice and of
identifying any areas and actions for improvement. Such feedback should be
gathered from those who have valid experience of aspects of the Faculty/Staff
member's practice.
10.8.2 All Faculty/Staff have professional responsibility to seek feedback on
their practice from students/clients/colleagues, as part of an ongoing
consideration of their work practice. It is considered essential for Faculty/Staff
development to seek feedback on at least an annual basis, and this is required
of all Faculty/Staff.
10.8.3

Faculty/Staff have professional responsibility to provide constructive
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feedback on their direct experience of a colleague's practice upon request by
that colleague. Faculty/Staff have professional responsibility to bring matters
which they view with concern about the practice of a colleague to the attention
of that colleague. This is a particularly important responsibility for Centre
Heads/Managers. In exercising this responsibility Faculty/Staff should act with
due care and sensitivity.
10.8.4 In the context of formative appraisal of individual practice the
Faculty/Staff member shall establish, manage and control the process, and
shall own and control the use of all information gathered.
10.8.4.1 Faculty/Staff are encouraged to discuss feedback with their
Centre Head/manager and with trusted colleagues.
10.8.4.2
Centre Heads/Managers are expected to facilitate the
development activities that are incorporated into the Faculty/Staff
development Plan, including the allocation of resources as
appropriate.
10.8.5
Formative appraisal may not normally be used in summative
situations. If data from a formative appraisal process is to be used for
promotion the requirements of promotion policy and procedure must be
followed.
10.8.6 Appraisal of individual practice should be supported by periodic
appraisal of work content.

10.9 Individual Development Plans

10.9.1 Each Faculty/Staff member shall maintain a current Individual
Development Plan in consultation with the Centre Head/Manager which
shall take into account at least the requirements of the position, the
Faculty/Staff member’s career and/or personal development needs, any
training needs, the BIBF’s development needs, and feedback on the
performance of the Faculty/Staff member during the preceding twelve months.
It is expected that any development needs which have been identified as
necessary for effective job performance will be addressed in the first instance.

10.9.2
Individual Development Plans should be regarded as dynamic
documents which are reviewed as required to meet changing circumstances.
The Plan is to be reviewed at least annually, usually not later than November
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th
30 in respect of the coming year; and each revision must be agreed with the
Faculty/Staff member's manager.
st
10.9.3 Development Plans must be completed by March 31 for the current
year. For new Faculty/Staff the development plan must be completed within
three months of commencement of employment.
10.9.4
Individual Development Plans are confidential agreements, the
contents of which may be shared only with the consent of the Faculty/Staff
member.
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BIBF Faculty and Staff Section I: Code of Conduct for Faculty on Academic Affairs
I.1 Purpose
I.1.1 As a key element in providing quality service to our students, it is
essential to achieve and maintain consistent standards of conduct in the
delivery of the basic components of our teaching/training activity, namely
classroom training/education.
I.1.2 The purpose of this Code is to ensure that there are consistently applied and
understood standards of good practice in relation to the delivery of teaching
and training. This is in the interests of both faculty and students.
I.2 Standards of Conduct and Good Practices for Subject Faculty
I.2.1
Faculty must be available to provide the necessary email correspondence
and telephone support apart from regular classroom training/teaching (and, if
appropriate, other forms of communication).
I.2.2 All faculty are 'ambassadors' for the BIBF and as such should be seen and
heard to promote a positive image of the BIBF at all times and especially when
they are in the public arena.
I.2.3 It is a requirement that all faculty members must have a telephone
answering facility and email facilities.
I.2.4 Faculty members must be pro-active in contacting every student on a
regular basis i.e. sending links to articles, quick email/phone call to monitor
progress.
I.2.5 Faculty members must tell their students if they expect to be noncontactable at their usual address (including email) and/or telephone number for a
significant period (5 days or more). Faculty members should arrange a temporary
address and/or telephone number if appropriate with another faculty member or
the Program Coordinator or the Centre Head where appropriate.
I.2.6 If a faculty member is unable to be contacted at his/her usual address for a
continuous period of more than 15 days, the faculty member must inform BIBF
in writing as soon as possible, and not less than one month before the start of a
session. BIBF may then exclude the faculty member for that session if in the opinion
of BIBF the faculty member is unable to give the students the necessary support.
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I.2.7 All assignments received by the faculty must be recorded, marked with
teaching comments, signed and then returned to the student within the specified
period. Faculty members who think they will have a problem meeting these
deadlines must contact Program Coordinator or Centre Head, in the absence of the
coordinator, as soon as possible.
I.2.8 All exam/assignment/ collaborative projects are stored in BIBF for a certain
period (decided and documented by Centres) after the declaration of the results of
the course/program. Students have the right to contest the exam results and check
their exam papers, provided they submit such request formally within two
weeks of the declaration of the exam results and upon submitting a non-refundable
fee of BD 25 as the processing cost.
I.2.9
When assessing an assignment/assessment/collaborative project, faculty
member should be confident that they could defend the mark awarded. Students
may wish to discuss the assignment/assessment mark.
I.2.9.1 After the student assignment/assessment has been assessed and the
coursework cover sheet completed, faculty should follow the process
detailed below:
I.2.10 The faculty member must give the original assignment back to the
student together with a copy of the completed assignment cover sheet; a copy
would be kept with the Program Coordinator or Centre Head.
I.2.11
Supplying
students
with
constructive
criticism
on
an
assignment/assessment/collaborative project is a demanding task and one that
takes time to develop. If a student's argument is flawed or they have made a
mistake, the faculty member should show the student how they could improve their
assignment in a supportive way.
I.2.11.1 When assessing assignments/assessment work/collaborative projects
it is best practice to offer students suggestions on how improvements to
incomplete or unfocused answers could be made. It is unacceptable to award
a low mark without suggesting how the student performance could be
improved.
I.2.11.2 All assignments/collaborative projects must contain supportive
teaching comments. The assignment cover sheet is meant to:
a) Direct the student to these more detailed teaching comments
b) Outline/summarize the major issues concerning the student and
c) Encourage the student to continue dialogue with the faculty
member.
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I.2.12 Complete grading systems and marking scheme are provided in Code of
Practice Chapter 6- Assessment Strategy and Principles to assist faculty members
in marking assessment/assignment/collaborative project.
I.2.13 It is imperative that attendance rosters are duly filled in and signed on a
regular basis within the first thirty minutes of the class. Any student coming
to class later than that will not be marked present and must report to the registrar
for being late. Faculty member is not under any obligation to take attendance by
disrupting lectures/classes under any circumstances.
I.2.14 Faculty member is required to provide BIBF with feedback on the
experience and performance of the students that he/she has been allocated. Faculty
feedback forms must be complete as required and submitted to the Program
Coordinator/Centre Head within two weeks of the conclusion of the
course/program.
I.2.15 Faculty members are required to encourage each student to complete
his/her student evaluations, as required by BIBF.
I.2.16 Faculty member is expected to liaise closely with the Program
Coordinator/Centre Head in carrying out their duties.
I.2.17 Faculty member is encouraged to participate in staff development,
faculty conferences, workshops, and also take initiative in arranging/coordinating
those as part of their professional duties.
I.3 Student Contact
I.3.1 It is important that students are offered induction and/or revision session.
Faculty should liaise closely with Program Coordinator or Centre Head to assess
whether such sessions can be combined with those of other faculty.
Section II: Code of Conduct for faculty and Staff for General Purposes
II.1 Dealing with Personal Harassment
II.1.1 Background
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As part of its commitment to providing equal opportunities for faculty members
and staff, BIBF seeks to prevent all forms of harassment and ensure that all
individuals are treated with dignity and respect. The policy and guidelines have
been developed to provide information and guidance, and should be adopted in
any case where an individual feels that they are being subjected to harassment.
II.1.2 Policy Statement
BIBF is committed to fostering a working and learning environment which will
enable faculty members and staff to fulfill their potential. It recognizes that
harassment can have a seriously detrimental effect on an individuals’ ability to
work and study and will not tolerate such conduct.
II.1.3 In particular, BIBF is committed to ensuring that:
II.1.3.1 Any complaint will be dealt with in confidence as promptly and
sensitively as possible, respecting the rights of all parties
II.1.3.2
All indiviuals will be protected from harassment or intimidation
as far as possible
II.1.3.3 All individuals, who bring a complaint of harassment will be
protected from victimization or retaliation
II.1.3.4 All individuals have the right to have a colleague present in the
hearing. All faculty members and staff are required to do everything
possible to prevent, report and eliminate incidents of harassment. Where
harassment is confirmed, disciplinary action may result, which may
include dismissal and/or expulsion. Members of staff who supervise other
staff and faculty have a particular responsibility to implement this policy
and ensure compliance. Staff should note that certain forms of harassment
are civil wrongs or criminal offences, as well as offences under BIBF’s
disciplinary procedures, and may lead to a claim against the perpetrator
and/or BIBF. BIBF, as an employer, is directly liable, for certain acts of
unlawful discrimination by its members of staff whether or not the
employer is aware of or approved the action.
II.1.4 Defining Harassment
II.4.1 Although harassment can take many forms, it can generally be
regarded as behavior which:
a) Is unwanted by the recipient; and/or
b) Is hostile and/or offensive to the recipient, or to others
who have been exposed to it;
and/or
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Would be regarded
by any reasonable
person
as harassment
II.1.4.2 Such behaviour may be physical, psychological, verbal or nonverbal and often represents an abuse of power or authority. Harassment can
also be carried out in written format or electronically.
II.1.4.3 Harassment can be based on sexual, racial, age, disability or other
grounds, and can include bullying or other forms of personal harassment
which might result from personal dislike or personal incompatibility.
Incitement of others to abuse power by engaging in unwanted behaviour,
including the use of inappropriate language, also constitutes harassment.
II.1.4.4 Harassment also occurs between members of an equal group, and
in the reverse direction to that commonly assumed e.g. women to men, and
all are equally undesirable within BIBF.
II.1.4.5 BIBF recognizes that, in a diverse institution, there will be a
range of cultures, beliefs and attitudes amongst its staff that will influence
an individual’s perception of what constitutes harassment. However, the
common link is that such behavior is unwanted by the recipient and/or
by others. All staff should therefore be aware that their behavior might
cause offence even when no offence is intended.
II.1.4.6 Examples of Unacceptable Behavior under this Policy against
which appeals can be made
The following examples of harassment are provided for the purposes of
illustration only and do not preclude other behavior also constituting
harassment
11.1.4.7 Racial Harassment is conduct based on race, color, nationality or
ethnic origin, which is offensive to the recipient. It includes but is not
restricted to:
a) Racially suggestive or derogatory remarks or behavior about an
individual’s ethnic origin, customs, dress, diet, culture or religion;
b) Deliberate exclusion from social gatherings and events and
normal social contact
c) Refusing to work with an individual
d) Allocating work unfairly
e) Hostility
f) Ridicule or racist jokes
g) Displays of racially offensive material or graffiti
h) Unwanted physical contact or physical attack
i) Verbal abuse and/or threats
j) Any comments which imply that race impairs a person’s ability;
and/or
k) Incitement to commit any of the foregoing behavior.

c)
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II.1.4.8 Sexual Harassment is unwanted behavior of a sexual nature or
conduct based on sex or sexual orientation, which is offensive to the recipient. It
includes but is not restricted to:
a) Unnecessary and unwelcome physical contact
b) Sexual innuendo and expletives
c) Unwelcome advances, attention, invitations or propositions
d) Unwelcome lewd, over-familiar or derogatory remarks or
behavior
e) Sexist graffiti or the display or electronic transmission of
Offensive material
f) Requests/demands for sexual favors
g) Any comments which imply that gender or sexuality impairs a
person’s ability
h) Indecent or sexual assault or rape; and/or
i) Incitement to commit any of the foregoing behaviors
II.1.4.9 Disability Harassment is conduct based on disability, which is offensive
to the recipient. It includes but is not restricted to:
a) Offensive language, derogatory name-calling, ridicule or jokes
b) Mockery, taunts or jibes regarding personal attributes
c) Refusal to work alongside a person with a disability
d) Communicating with a person with a disability via a third party
e) Excluding an individual with a disability from social events or
meetings
f) Patronizing or unnecessary assistance with duties
g) Prejudging an individual’s capabilities without reference to
him/her
h) Unwanted physical contact or physical attack; and/or
i) Incitement to commit any of the foregoing behaviors
II.1.4.11 Sexual Orientation Harassment is conduct based on sexual
orientation, which is offensive to the recipient. It includes but is not restricted
to:
a) Offensive language, derogatory name-calling, ridicule or jokes
b) Mockery, taunts or jibes regarding personal attributes
c) Refusal to work alongside a person with of a particular sexual
orientation
d) Communicating with a person of a particular sexual orientation via
a third party
e) Excluding an individual of a particular sexual orientation from
social events or meetings
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f)
g)
h)
i)

Offensive graffiti or the display or electronic transmission of
offensive material
Prejudging an individual’s capabilities without reference to
him/her
Unwanted physical contact or physical attack; and/or
Incitement to commit any of the above behaviours

II.1.4.11 Harassment Based on Religion or Belief is conduct based on religion
or belief which is offensive to the recipient. It includes but is not restricted to:
a) Suggestive
or derogatory
remarks or behaviour about
an individual’s religion or belief
b) Deliberate exclusion from social gatherings and events and normal
social intercourse
c) Refusing to work with an individual
d) Allocating work unfairly
e) Hostility
f) Ridicule or jokes
g) Displays of offensive material or graffiti
h) Unwanted physical contact or physical attack
i) Verbal abuse and/or threats
j) Any comments which imply that religion or belief impairs a
person’s ability; and/or
k) Incitement to commit any of the foregoing behaviour
II.1.4.12
Bullying is threatening, abusive, intimidating or insulting
behaviour, which may be an abuse of power, position or knowledge. It can include
but is not restricted to:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Shouting and sarcasm
Derogatory or belittling remarks concerning job performance or
personal attributes
Punishing with trivial tasks
Constant criticism
Removing responsibilities or refusing to delegate
Persistently ignoring or patronizing
Intimidation, threat or assault either verbally, physically or
psychologically; and/or
The invasion of personal space

II.1.4.13

Bullying can be subtle as well as blatant.
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Other Forms of Harassment may arise and would follow a similar pattern to those
described above.
II.1.5 Procedures for Dealing with Personal Harassment
If you feel that you are being subjected to harassment, you may find the
following guidelines helpful. It is up to you to decide which approach you consider
most appropriate to the circumstances. Where possible it is recommended that an
attempt be made to resolve the problem informally; however the formal approach
may be more appropriate in some circumstances. Remember that no persistently
upsetting behavior is too trivial to rise.
Any forward complaint should be submitted in the manner outlined in page
#12 of the Chapter.
II.1.5.1 Informal Approach
You are encouraged, at the earliest possible stage, to advise the person
causing you offence that the behaviour is unwelcome and ask him/her to stop.
You should be polite but firm and advice the person concerned that his/her
conduct is unacceptable and unwanted and that you consider it to be in breach
of BIBF’s harassment policy and therefore a serious matter. If you feel unable
to speak to the person concerned, you may wish to seek assistance to do so
from a colleague, another staff, or your line manager. You are advised to
keep a detailed written record of having spoken to the person causing you
offence and of what was said.
You should also keep a note of details and
dates of any incidents which distress you.
II.5.2 Formal Approach
If, after having spoken to the person concerned, their behaviour persists, or the
behaviour is serious, you or your representative should make a formal written
complaint in the process outlined at the end of the chapter on page
#12.
II.1.6 Possible Outcomes
II.1.6.1 Possible outcomes of formal procedures include:
a) Resolution
b) Informal discussion or counselling
c) Transfer to another location
d) No further action
II.1.7 Disciplinary action may take place such as
a) Written or final written warning, reprimand or suspension from
privileges
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b)
c)
d)

Dismissal
or expulsion
subject
to Bahrain
Law regulations.
Counselling for the alleged harasser and/or complainant
Confirmation of the alleged harasser’s innocence

Labour

II.1.8 Anonymous Complaints
If a member of staff wishes to remain anonymous it may not be possible to take
any action. It may be possible to address an anonymous complaint through
indirect methods such as publicizing the harassment policy and training initiatives.
II.1.9 False Accusation
A member of faculty or staff brings a complaint in good faith or assists in an
investigation will be protected from any form of victimization regardless of the
outcome.
Complaints brought with malicious or mischievous intent may provide grounds
for disciplinary action against the complainant.
II.1.10 Harassment Involving Violence
If you have been assaulted or threatened with assault you should seek help
immediately.
II.1.11 Monitoring and Review
This policy will be published and made available throughout BIBF all staff. It will
be subject to semi –annual review by BPAQ
II.1.12
EXAMPLES
OF
BEHAVIOR
WHICH
WILL
LEAD
TO
DISCIPLINARY ACTION
BIBF aims to promote high standards of conduct and performance amongst its
entire faculty members and staff. Misconduct is defined as behaviour against
the best interests of BIBF, its staff or students. It is usually an act, or series of acts,
which present themselves as unacceptable behaviour.
The level of disciplinary action taken will depend on the nature of the
misconduct or poor performance and whether informal or formal disciplinary
action has been taken previously.
II.1.12.1 Minor offences
The conduct described in this section if appealed against will normally result
in an oral warning, on repeat in a written warning, and if sustained in a final
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written warning which will describe the consequences of further continuation,
including dismissal, unless it can be accepted that there are exceptional
mitigating circumstances.
a) Poor timekeeping
b) Minor poor performance – e.g. failure to reach adequate or acceptable
standards of quality and performance in relation to duties
c) Breach of minor safety rules
d) Failure to follow reasonable instructions
e) Interference with, or obstruction
or abuse of
teaching/training, research or administrative work within
BIBF.
f) Lack of co-operation with other members of staff.
II.1.12.2 Serious offences
Appeals against conduct described in this section will result in an immediate
warning, which may be a final warning, depending on the seriousness of
the offence, unless it can be accepted that there are exceptional mitigating
circumstances
a) Unauthorized absence from BIBF or a member of staff’s duties
b) Willful disobedience of reasonable instructions by an authorized or senior
staff of BIBF or failure to comply with BIBF regulations
c) Breach of any legal requirement placed upon a member of staff by virtue
of his or her employment with BIBF
d) Misappropriation
or wrongful
use of BIBF
resources/facilities including computer facilities
e) Misbehaviour of a nature involving risk to the member of staff or
others
f) Smoking in designated non-smoking safety areas or other areas of
hazard or prohibition
g) Deliberate or persistent disregard of safety rules
h) Threatening acts or behaviour
i) Threatening acts of incitement to discriminate or actual acts of
discrimination on the grounds of sex, sexual orientation, race, religion,
colour, ethic origin or disability.
II.1.12.3 Dismissal offences
The penalty for the conduct described in this section will normally be
dismissal unless it can be accepted that there are exceptional mitigating
circumstances.
a) Disorderly or indecent conduct, including fighting on BIBF premises
b) Willful irresponsibility leading to the injury, or potential injury, of
another person on or Adjoining BIBF premises
c) Willful breach of safety rules where this would endanger others
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Flagrant or persistent failure to follow BIBF procedures or comply with
reasonable instructions by an authorized or senior officer of the University
e) Theft or fraud, in the course of employment, or on BIBF premises
f) Deliberate falsification of records
g) Deliberate damage to BIBF property or that of other employees
h) Breach of duty regarding disclosure of confidential information
i) Conduct which may bring the name of BIBF into disrepute
j) Unauthorized disclosure of information relating to examinations and/or
assessments
k) Deliberate or reckless lack of fairness in carrying out the marking of
examination papers and/or the assessments of students.
l) In some cases it may be considered that summary dismissal (i.e.
dismissal without notice) is appropriate.
II.1.12.4 It should be noted that the above lists are neither exhaustive nor
exclusive. Each individual situation will be judged upon its own merits with
due regard for the principles of equity and fairness and taking into account
the member of staff’s length of service, previous performance/conduct and any
mitigating circumstances which exist.
II.1.12.5 Criminal offences
These will not be treated as automatic reasons for dismissal whether or not the
offence has any relevance to the duties of the individual as an employee. The main
consideration will be whether the offence is one which makes the individual
unsuitable for his or her type of work, unacceptable to other employees or
has brought BIBF into disrepute. A failure on the part of the authorities to achieve
a conviction will not preclude BIBF from implementing these procedures. BIBF is
also entitled to take action under these procedures notwithstanding criminal
action in relation to the same offence being pending.

d)

Incidences of harassment or discrimination in any form may,
dependent upon the nature and degree involved, be considered gross
misconduct. Harassment or discrimination of any nature or degree,
however, will always be considered to be a disciplinary offence.
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Response within 2
weeks

Staff

Line manager
Staff not satisfied

2 weeks
Case goes to Director

2 weeks
Hearing if necessary
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